Experiment 2
Impedance and frequency response

The first experiment has introduced you to some basic concepts of analog circuit analysis and amplifier design using the “ideal” operational amplifier along with a few resistors and operating at low frequencies. To make further progress we need to add a couple of powerful tools for understanding and describing the behavior of our analog circuits: the concepts of impedance and frequency response. These ideas live in the frequency-domain — that world of “eternal” sinusoidal waves which is the Fourier transform space of our circuits’ time-varying voltages and currents. Once we understand these new ideas we can add capacitors to our op-amp circuit designs, greatly expanding the usefulness of our growing repertory.

We will represent the amplitude and phase of any given sinusoid as a vector in a plane. We can express and manipulate this vector as a complex number called a phasor. This phasor representation of a sinusoid (which is a single complex number) is the Fourier transform of the oscillating signal and “lives” in the frequency-domain. The powerful advantages of this technique result because linear differential equations of time become complex-valued algebraic expressions of frequency in this transformed, Fourier space. For example, as we shall see, the capacitor and inductor circuit elements have voltage-current relationships in the frequency-domain which look like the resistor’s Ohm’s law. Thus we arrive at the concept of complex-valued impedance as a generalization of resistance which can include the effects of these additional circuit elements.

Voltage dividers which include capacitors with resistors have transfer functions which usually vary with frequency. This sort of variation defines the frequency response of a circuit or network, which can be graphically displayed using a Bode plot. We can use a circuit’s frequency response to predict how it will respond to abrupt changes in its inputs, which leads to the related concepts of transient response and settling time. Designing a circuit to only pass signals within a specified frequency range leads to the concept of a filter.

It turns out that these ideas also provide the tools we need to more thoroughly study the behavior of a real operational amplifier circuit, which can only approximate the ideal op-amp. We will see how our actual amplifier circuits have frequency limitations which depend on their gains; we also learn how to design amplifiers which can integrate or differentiate their time-varying inputs. By the end of this experiment you will be able to design circuits which can apply a linear, integro-differential operator to an input signal — a basic building block of the analog computer and the PID (proportional-integral-differential) feedback controller.
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CAPACITORS AND INDUCTORS

Capacitors

Several capacitors are shown in Figure 2-1 on page 2-2. Conceptually, a capacitor consists of two conductive surfaces separated by a thin insulator, and each conductive surface is connected to a terminal of the device (shown in Figure 2-2 on page 2-2, the schematic symbol for a capacitor is suggestive of this arrangement). As current flows through a capacitor, charge builds up on one surface while an equal and opposite charge accumulates on the other; the total charge of the element remains 0. The resultant electric field between the surfaces creates a potential difference (voltage) between them and, consequently, the two terminals of the capacitor. This voltage difference is proportional to the amount of charge stored on each of the capacitor’s conductive surfaces. The rate of change of the charge on each surface is proportional to the current flowing through the capacitor. The relation between current and voltage for a capacitor is therefore a differential one, as shown in equation (2.1) and Figure 2-2.

\[
\text{Capacitor: } i(t) = C \frac{d}{dt} v(t)
\]

The constant of proportionality, \(C\), is called \textit{capacitance} and has the SI unit \textit{Farad}: 1 farad = 1 amp/(volt/sec) = 1 coulomb/volt = 1 sec/ohm. An ideal capacitor has a value for its capacitance \(C\) which is a constant, nonnegative real number, independent of voltage, current, or frequency. Equation (2.1) is the \textit{defining relation} for an ideal capacitor, and the actual capacitors you will use can behave in a reasonably ideal manner as long as you are careful with them; capacitors having values of less than about 0.1 \textit{microfarad} (\(\mu\)F or uF, \(10^{-6}\) F) generally behave in a very nearly ideal manner.

The relation between the current and voltage of a capacitor (equation 2.1) is the same whether we control the current through it and measure its resulting voltage, or control its voltage and ask what the current must be. Thus, if the voltage across a capacitor is constant, the current through it must vanish. Conversely, rapid changes in a capacitor’s voltage require large currents to change its charge: the higher the capacitance, the larger the current required. Discharging a large-valued capacitor with a high-conductivity wire can have a spectacular but dangerous result!

Because the insulating layers separating the conductive surfaces in a large-valued capacitor can be very thin, too high a voltage across it can subject it to damage from internal electrical discharge (a spark). \textit{The higher the capacitance required, the lower the voltage limit for a capacitor of a given physical size.} This is the primary driver of the sizes of the capacitors shown in Figure 2-1. Each capacitor has a maximum voltage limit which may be written on the capacitor body. As the voltage across the capacitor approaches this limit, its behavior usually becomes much less ideal, and equation (2.1) could be quite inaccurate in this case.
Another consideration when choosing a capacitor is the nature of the insulator it employs. To get large capacitances, a manufacturer may choose to chemically deposit extremely thin insulating layers using electrolysis. Because this chemical process may be inadvertently reversed by you, the user, these electrolytic capacitors must be used correctly! Electrolytic capacitors have an inherent polarity; the voltage across such a capacitor must never have the opposite polarity, or it could be permanently damaged. If you look carefully at Figure 2-1 you can see the polarity markings on the electrolytic capacitors — the very large one in the figure and the one right below it.

A farad (F) is a very large capacitance. The most useful capacitor range for our designs is within a couple of orders of magnitude of a nanofarad (nF, $10^{-9}$ F). Capacitances of more than a few microfarads usually require an electrolytic capacitor. An electrolytic capacitor is denoted in a schematic by a symbol with a polarity mark (+) as shown at right.

**LARGE-VALUED CAPACITORS ARE FAR FROM IDEAL**

Large capacitors (with values exceeding about 1μF) tend to behave in a less than ideal manner at high frequencies, especially if they are electrolytic. If you need a large value of capacitance but also need it to work well at high frequencies (above 1MHz), then you should place a smaller-valued capacitor (10–100nF) in parallel with the larger one.
The RC time constant

Let us now examine how a capacitor’s differential voltage-current relationship, equation (2.1) on page 2-1, can affect the behavior of a simple circuit. Figure 2-3 shows a resistor and capacitor connected in series with an input voltage source. The circuit’s output voltage $v_{out}$ monitors the voltage across the capacitor.

Figure 2-3: A capacitor $C$ initially charged to voltage $V_0$ discharges through resistor $R$ after $v_{in}$ is suddenly changed to 0. The plot shows $v_{in}$ (dashed) and $v_{out}$ (solid) as functions of time. Because the same current $I$ must flow through both the capacitor and the resistor, the capacitor’s voltage “relaxes” toward 0 by following an exponential decay with time constant $RC$.

Assume that the input voltage $v_{in}$ has been held at a constant, positive value $V_0$ for a very long time and consider the circuit’s configuration shown above. If it were the case that $v_{out} = v_{in} = V_0$, then the voltage across the resistor $R$ would be 0, and, by Ohm’s law, so would the current $i$ through it. If current $i$ vanishes, then no current flows through the capacitor (whose current would have to equal $i$, since we shall assume that no current flows into or out from the terminal at $v_{out}$). From our formula (2.1), we know that vanishing $i$ through the capacitor implies that its voltage ($v_{out}$) is constant. Thus the condition $v_{out} = v_{in}$ will be maintained. This is then our initial condition: by waiting a very long time after setting $v_{in} = V_0$, the capacitor’s voltage will eventually reach $v_{in}$ and the current $i$ will then be 0, establishing an equilibrium condition.

Now assume that at time $t = 0$, $v_{in}$ is suddenly reduced to 0 and again held constant. We want to know the time evolution of the capacitor’s voltage, $v_{out}(t)$. Now $v_{out} > v_{in} = 0$, so now the current $i$ through the resistor will be nonzero and in the direction of the arrow shown in Figure 2-3: $i = (v_{out} - v_{in})/R = v_{out}/R$. But from (2.1), and since $v_{out}$ is the voltage across the capacitor, $i = -C \frac{dv_{out}}{dt}$. (the minus sign is there because the direction of $i$ is opposite to the sign convention used in Figure 2-2 for equation 2.1). Thus we get a differential equation for $v_{out}(t)$:

$$i(t) = \frac{v_{out}(t)}{R} = -C \frac{dv_{out}(t)}{dt}$$

$$RC \frac{dv_{out}(t)}{dt} + v_{out}(t) = 0$$

with the initial condition: $v_{out}(0) = V_0$. 

$$V_0$$
Solving this initial value problem is straightforward: assume a solution for $v_{out}(t)$ of the form $v_{out}(t) = ae^{bt} + c$, and solve for the values of the parameters $a$, $b$, and $c$. The result:

$$v_{out}(t > 0) = V_0 \exp(-t/\tau_{RC}); \quad \tau_{RC} \equiv RC$$

The output response ($2.3$) to this sudden change in the $RC$ circuit’s input is called an exponential relaxation to its new equilibrium condition (for this circuit, equilibrium is $v_{out} = v_{in}$); this behavior is plotted in Figure 2-3. The characteristic time $\tau_{RC} = RC$ is called the circuit’s $RC$ time constant. The output “e-folds” toward equilibrium with every time increment $\tau_{RC}$; that is, as shown in Figure 2-3, with each $\tau_{RC}$ the output decreases by another relative factor of $1/e$ (about 0.37). To get within 1% of its final equilibrium value takes nearly $5\tau_{RC}$; this 1% difference (error) is a common criterion for specifying a circuit’s settling time.

As we will see over and over again during this course, whenever a circuit $R$ and $C$ share a portion of a signal voltage or current, their product $RC$, with units of time, is almost certain to play an important role in the description of the circuit’s behavior. Their mutual $RC$ time constant $\tau_{RC}$ will help characterize the circuit’s transient response to sudden changes in its input (as in the above example), and its reciprocal, $\omega_{RC} = 1/RC$, will be a characteristic angular frequency (in radians/sec) when describing the circuit’s frequency response. Both of these ideas will be further discussed later in this text.

**Inductors**

Any length of wire will act as an inductor, but unless the wire is formed into a coil, its inductance is likely to be very small (Figure 2-4 on page 2-5). A wire carrying a current generates a surrounding magnetic field whose lines of flux encircle it; forming the wire into a coil or helix will intensify the field near the coil’s axis. Any changes in the wire’s current will change the total magnetic flux enclosed by the coil’s loops, and this changing flux will induce an electric field along the wire. This induced electric field produces a potential drop between the ends of the wire which will oppose the change in current, resulting in a differential relationship between an inductor’s voltage and current which complements that of a capacitor, as shown in Figure 2-5 and in Equation (2.4).

$$v(t) = L \frac{di(t)}{dt}$$

The constant of proportionality, $L$, is called inductance and has the SI unit Henry: 1 henry = 1 volt/(amp/sec) = 1 ohm second. For an ideal inductor $L$ is a real, constant number, independent of voltage, current, or frequency, with $L \geq 0$. As with the farad, the henry is a very large unit; reasonably-sized components rarely exceed more than a couple of millihenries (mH). With few exceptions only large electromagnets, power transformers, motors, and solenoids have inductances exceeding 1 henry.
The relation connecting the current and voltage of an inductor (equation 2.4) is the same whether we control the current through it and measure its resulting voltage, or control its voltage and ask what the current must be. Thus, a constant current through an inductor implies 0 voltage across it, whereas a constant voltage requires an ever-increasing current through it.

Equation (2.4) is the defining relation for an ideal inductor, but, unlike resistors and capacitors, actual inductors may approach this ideal only for a disappointingly narrow range of frequencies and only for small currents. Practical problems with the construction of an effective inductor lead to many departures from ideal behavior. In fact, typical inductors of over 10 uH (microhenries) can be quite lossy and nonlinear.

The long, thin wire used to form the coil of an inductor may have noticeable resistance, resulting in an additional voltage drop caused by ohmic losses (this resistance is effectively in series with the inductance). A more significant source of power loss comes from nonlinear hysteresis in the magnetic properties of the high-permeability, ferromagnetic material used in an inductor’s core — this effect is by far the dominant source of loss in many inductors. These ferromagnetic materials are also subject to saturation, a related nonlinear process which reduces their effectiveness in high magnetic fields. Saturation can cause the inductance $L$ to change dramatically in the presence of large currents, so that the simple, linear relationship (2.4) could be a poor model of an actual element’s behavior.
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**Warnings**

To stay safe, you must be cautious when using large-valued capacitors and inductors (including transformers). Please take heed:

---

**WARNING:**

Rapid changes in the current through an inductor can result in extremely large induced voltages as its magnetic field changes. This is especially worrisome should the current through an inductive device (such as an electromagnet, solenoid, or relay) be suddenly interrupted — induced voltages of hundreds and even thousands of volts may be generated, causing extensive circuit damage and even lethal shocks.

---

A large electromagnet can be especially dangerous: the high current needed to generate its intense field can store a lethal amount of energy in the surrounding magnetic flux. Suddenly interrupting the magnet’s power supply can induce a deadly pulse of current driven by a very high voltage into any nearby conductors, including people.

---

**WARNING:**

Some large capacitors have very high operating voltages and can store many joules of electrical energy. Even when disconnected from a circuit, a well-designed capacitor can store this energy and maintain the high voltage between its two terminals for years! In this case touching one of the terminals could kill you! Particularly sinister culprits are old cathode-ray tube (CRT) monitors and televisions. Even CRT devices which haven’t been used for a decade or longer can contain circuitry with charged capacitors connected to transformers which can generate several tens of thousands of volts: don’t touch!

---

Finally, I must mention less serious problems caused by stray capacitance: they may not kill you, but they can result in severe headaches as you struggle to troubleshoot a poorly-designed circuit which ignored their effects:

---

**STRAY CAPACITANCE**

Inadvertent capacitance exists between any two conductors (wires) which are close to each other, and this fact has plagued many a beginning circuit designer and builder! Any two nearby wires form a small capacitor of about a picofarad per centimeter of wire length \((\text{pF}, \ 10^{-12} \ \text{F})\). As a result, high-frequency signals may be transferred through this capacitance, effectively connecting the wires’ circuitry. This unfortunate fact is what will limit the useful frequencies of our breadboard circuits to no more than about 10 MHz.
To keep these stray capacitances from spoiling your project, you shouldn’t use a circuit design which requires capacitor values of less than about 33 pF (or even more, to stay on the safe side).

STRAY CAPACITANCE BETWEEN INDUCTOR WINDINGS
One of the more serious problems plaguing a real inductor is that its closely-spaced turns of wire have a stray capacitance coupling them. This capacitance is effectively in parallel with the element’s inductance, so at high frequencies the oscillating voltage difference between adjacent windings will produce a current that bypasses the desired flow around each winding. Thus at high frequencies its magnetic field can be greatly reduced, making a coil behave more like a capacitor than an inductor! This change from predominantly inductive to capacitive behavior is usually quite abrupt as frequency is increased through the inductor’s self-resonant frequency. Because closely-spaced windings of thin wire have higher stray capacitance and result in lower self-resonant frequencies, inductors designed for high-frequency use avoid this design (look again at the high-frequency inductors in Figure 2-4). You will investigate the important phenomenon of resonance in a later experiment.
FREQUENCY-DOMAIN REPRESENTATIONS

Representing a sinusoidal waveform as a complex number: the phasor

Let us see how a sinusoidal function of time can be thought of as a vector in a plane. Consider the simple function \( x(\theta) = a \cos(\theta) \), plotted in the figure at right (we assume that any angle used as an argument to a function will be expressed in radians). This function could then be the \( x \)-component of a 2-D vector function \( \mathbf{A}(\theta) \) with magnitude \( a \) and angle \( \theta \) measured counterclockwise from the positive \( x \)-axis, as shown in the lower figure (a polar coordinate representation of \( \mathbf{A} \)). As \( \theta \) is varied, the vector \( \mathbf{A}(\theta) \) rotates around the origin. We will call the angle \( \theta \) the instantaneous phase (or, more simply, the phase) of the functions \( x(\theta) \) and \( \mathbf{A}(\theta) \).

Our signals will have phases which are functions of time: \( \theta = \theta(t) \). For a simple sinusoidal signal the function will be \( x(t) = a \cos(\omega t + \phi) \), where \( \omega \) is the wave’s angular frequency (in radians/sec or, equivalently, sec\(^{-1}\)). Then \( \omega = 2\pi f \), with the frequency \( f \) measured in the more traditional cycles/sec or hertz (Hz; also kHz for \( 10^3 \) Hz, MHz for \( 10^6 \) Hz).

We will use “\( f \)” rather than the Greek “\( \nu \)” to represent frequencies in hertz, i.e. cycles/sec, so that there is no confusion with a voltage \( \nu(t) \); the Greek “\( \omega \)” will, as usual, represent angular frequencies (in radians/sec, i.e. sec\(^{-1}\)). To remember the correct place to put the \( 2\pi \) when converting between \( \omega \) and \( f \), just remember its units: \( 2\pi \) radians/cycle.

\( \omega \) will be larger than the corresponding \( f \): \( 2\pi \approx 6; 1/2\pi \approx 0.16 \).

The angle \( \phi \) in \( \cos(\omega t + \phi) \) is called the signal’s phase shift and gives its phase when \( t = 0 \). If the signal’s phase shift is greater than 0, then we say that the signal’s phase leads the phase of \( \cos \omega t \) because it reaches any given phase angle \( \theta \) at an earlier time; if \( \phi < 0 \) the signal’s phase lags that of \( \cos \omega t \). Our fiducial phase reference signal will be this function \( \cos \omega t \). Using our vector model, it will be represented by the \( x \)-axis projection of a vector with unit length rotating counter-clockwise at the constant angular rate \( \omega \), a vector we will call \( \mathbf{\hat{0}}(t) \). At time \( t = 0 \) the vector \( \mathbf{\hat{0}}(0) \) coincides with the unit \( x \)-coordinate vector, \( \mathbf{\hat{x}} \). Similarly, at time \( t = 0 \) our waveform \( x(t) = a \cos(\omega t + \phi) \) can be represented by a vector \( \mathbf{A}(0) \) of length \( a \) and phase angle \( \phi \); \( \mathbf{A}(t) \) then rotates with time at the rate \( \omega \) because of the \( \omega t \) term, maintaining
the constant angle $\phi$ away from $\hat{\theta}(t)$. Again, to get the actual function $x(t)$ we take the projection of $A(t)$ onto the $x$-axis, say by using a vector dot product: $x(t) = \hat{x} \cdot A(t)$.

At first this idea of using the projection of a rotating vector to represent the sinusoid $x(t)$ seems unnecessarily complicated. In fact, this representation can lead to a great simplification of the mathematics! We will extend our definition of numbers and simple operations such as multiplication to include and manipulate these geometric (2-D vector) representations of our signal’s amplitude and phase. This mapping between vectors and numbers was introduced by the great 18th century Swiss mathematician and physicist Leonhard Euler.

To motivate this paradigm shift, we note that life would be easier if we could somehow factor out the cyclic $\omega t$ variation of our sinusoids, because what really differentiates any two sinusoids with the same frequency are their amplitudes and phase shifts ($a$’s and $\phi$’s). In other words, continuing the discussion above, we want to find a way of representing our vectors $A(t)$ and $\hat{\theta}(t)$ so that $A(t) = A(0)\hat{\theta}(t)$. Then we can just represent the sinusoid with the static vector $A(0)$ with length $a$ and phase angle $\phi$; at the end we could just multiply by $\hat{\theta}(t)$ and take the result’s $x$-component to get back the sinusoid $a\cos(\omega t + \phi)$. But how to make this work? Consider the trigonometry of $A(0)\hat{\theta}(t)$:

\[
\begin{align*}
A(0) &= a \cos(\phi) \hat{x} + a \sin(\phi) \hat{y} \\
\hat{\theta}(t) &= \cos(\omega t) \hat{x} + \sin(\omega t) \hat{y} \\
A(t) &= a \cos(\omega t + \phi) \hat{x} + a \sin(\omega t + \phi) \hat{y} \\
&\quad \text{but} \\
\cos(\omega t + \phi) &= \cos(\phi) \cos(\omega t) - \sin(\phi) \sin(\omega t) \\
\sin(\omega t + \phi) &= \cos(\phi) \sin(\omega t) + \sin(\phi) \cos(\omega t) \\
\text{whereas, formally, the product} \\
A(0)\hat{\theta}(t) &= \left[ a \cos(\phi) \hat{x} + a \sin(\phi) \hat{y} \right] \left[ \cos(\omega t) \hat{x} + \sin(\omega t) \hat{y} \right] \\
&= a \left[ \cos(\phi) \cos(\omega t) \hat{x} \hat{x} + \cos(\phi) \sin(\omega t) \hat{x} \hat{y} + \sin(\phi) \sin(\omega t) \hat{y} \hat{x} + \sin(\phi) \cos(\omega t) \hat{y} \hat{y} \right] \\
&\quad + a \left[ \cos(\phi) \sin(\omega t) \hat{x} \hat{y} + \sin(\phi) \cos(\omega t) \hat{y} \hat{y} \right] \\
\end{align*}
\]

We haven’t yet defined how we’re supposed to interpret the products of the unit vectors in this last expression. To get our desired result $A(t) = A(0)\hat{\theta}(t)$, we require that $\hat{x} \hat{x} = \hat{x}$ and $\hat{x} \hat{y} = \hat{y}$, but $\hat{y} \hat{y} = -\hat{x}$. Euler’s insight was to interpret these expressions as ordinary multiplications of numbers, identifying $\hat{x} \leftrightarrow 1$ and then $\hat{y} \leftrightarrow \sqrt{-1} \equiv j$, so our 2-D vectors can be identified with complex numbers for the purposes of representing our sinusoids! Since $\hat{x} \leftrightarrow 1$, the $x$-axis represents ordinary, real numbers; conversely the $y$-axis represents pure imaginary numbers. With this identification, the vector $A(0)$ becomes the complex number $A = a(\cos \phi + j \sin \phi)$. 

2-9
We will use $j \equiv \sqrt{-1}$ rather than Euler’s “i.” We do this to avoid confusion with the symbol for a current $i(t)$. This is standard electrical engineering practice, and is the convention used by nearly all electronics texts).

We will generally use upper-case letters (“$Z$”, “$Y$”, “$W$”) to represent complex-valued numbers and functions (usually functions of frequency), while lower-case letters shall be reserved for real-valued functions (usually of time). Obvious exceptions will be to use $R$, $L$, and $C$ to represent real-valued resistance, inductance, and capacitance.

Because our complex number $A$ corresponding to the vector $A(0)$ was formed from the magnitude $a$ and phase shift $\phi$ of a sinusoid, we call it a phasor or complex amplitude. The $x$-component of the vector $A(0)$ corresponds to the real part of the phasor $A$, $\text{Re}[A] = a \cos \phi$, and its $y$-component to the imaginary part of $A$: $\text{Im}[A] = a \sin \phi$. The real and imaginary parts of the complex-valued phasor $A$ thus provide the Cartesian components of $A(0)$.

The pair $a$ and $\phi$ themselves of course provide a polar-coordinate representation (magnitude and orientation angle) of $A(0)$. Using the multiplication scheme outlined above for our complex representation of $A(t) = A(0) \hat{\theta}(t)$, it is evident that in terms of their polar coordinate representations, the magnitude of the product of two complex numbers is the product of their magnitudes, whereas the phase of the product is the sum of their phases. Euler accommodated this property by his identification of phase with the exponent of a complex number through his brilliant definition of complex exponentiation,

$$e^{j\phi} \equiv \cos(\phi) + j \sin(\phi)$$

providing a quite useful, polar representation of the complex number $A$: $A = a e^{j\phi}$. Its reciprocal would then be $A^{-1} = (1/a) e^{-j\phi}$, and, in particular, $j^{-1} = -j$.

The complex number representation of $\hat{\theta}(t)$ becomes $e^{j\omega t}$, and therefore $A(t)$ is represented by $A e^{j\omega t} = a e^{j(\omega t + \phi)}$. A more comprehensive summary of the elementary mathematics of complex numbers is provided in the section *Quick review of complex numbers* starting on page 2-47.

**Time-domain and frequency-domain representations**

To summarize the previous section, we can represent a sinusoidal function of time (such as an AC voltage or current) using complex numbers:

$$x(t) = a \cos(\omega t + \phi)$$

then: $x(t) = \text{Re}[A e^{j\omega t}]$; where $A = a e^{j\phi}$
As we stated previously, the complex number $A$ is called a phasor since it specifies both the amplitude $a$ and phase $\phi$ of $x(t)$. If the phase of $A$ is greater than 0, then the phase of $x(t)$ leads the phase of $\cos \omega t$; if $\phi < 0$ the phase lags that of $\cos \omega t$.

A sinusoid $x(t)$ with the functional form assumed in (2.5) has an associated phasor $A$ which is not a function of time $t$, because in (2.5) all time dependence of $x(t)$’s complex representation is captured in its $e^{j\omega t}$ factor. In practice what this means is that we must wait long enough after energizing the circuit or making adjustments to it for its behavior to settle down and reach steady-state. Once this condition has been achieved, then our phasor model of $x(t)$ is accurate and will continue to work until we make some future change. If our circuit behaves linearly (as defined in Experiment 1) and we have just a single, sinusoidal input with angular frequency $\omega = 2\pi f$, then all time-varying voltages and currents in the circuit will also vary sinusoidally at the same frequency (possibly plus some constant, DC values). Thus all may be represented by phasors multiplied by the common factor $e^{j\omega t}$ as in (2.5).

Under the conditions outlined above, we will usually find that, even though our circuit is linear, the amplitudes and phases of the phasors specifying the various circuit voltages and currents will change if we vary the input signal’s angular frequency $\omega$ (of course waiting long enough after each frequency change for the circuit to again achieve steady state). The various sinusoidal circuit voltages $v_1(t)$, $v_2(t)$, etc., and currents $i_1(t)$, $i_2(t)$, etc., must therefore be represented by phasors which are functions of $\omega$: $V_1(\omega)$, $V_2(\omega)$, ..., $I_1(\omega)$, $I_2(\omega)$, etc. In fact it will generally be the case that any particular phasor $A = A(\omega)$, that is, its magnitude and phase can be expected to be functions of frequency.

When we consider complex-valued phasors as specifications of real-valued, sinusoidal functions of time we are using a frequency-domain representation of the functions, working in the Fourier transform space of the corresponding functions of time. The essence of the correspondence between these alternative representations is illustrated by equations (2.5).

The mathematics of the Fourier transform and the relationship between time-domain and frequency-domain representations is explored in more detail in the section
In this section we discuss some fairly abstract mathematics which will nevertheless be important for you to understand. A typical circuit will take some input \( y(t) \) and generate some output in response. We describe this relationship using a transfer function as introduced in Experiment 1. How does the operation of a linear transfer function on some time-varying input signal \( y(t) \), producing output \( z(t) \), look in the frequency-domain? In other words, given a linear circuit with input \( y(t) \) and corresponding output \( z(t) \), related by the linear, real-valued operation \( z(t) = g[y(t)] \), then how will the corresponding phasor representations \( Y(\omega) \) of \( y(t) \) and \( Z(\omega) \) of \( z(t) \) be related? That is, what will be the Fourier-transform of operation \( g[] \), \( Z(\omega) = G[Y(\omega)] \)? What about the inverse transform? If we know how a circuit operates on input phasors at various frequencies to generate output phasors \( Z(\omega) = G[Y(\omega)] \), can we calculate the time-domain functional relationship between some arbitrary input and the circuit’s output, \( z(t) = g[y(t)] \)?

A linear function operating on a single argument is defined as follows: If its argument is composed of a linear combination of several terms, then the resulting function value will be an identical combination of the function’s values when operating individually on each of the terms:

\[
\text{for linear } g[\cdot] \text{ and constants } a \text{ and } b: \quad g[ay_1(t) + by_2(t)] = ag[y_1(t)] + bg[y_2(t)]
\]

The two prototypical linear operations on \( y(t) \) are: (1) multiplying by a constant, and (2) taking a time derivative. All linear operations on \( y(t) \) will consist of a combination of sums and compositions of these two prototypes and their inverses (interestingly, simply adding a constant to \( y(t) \) is not a linear operation, because, for example, doubling the amplitude of \( y(t) \) would not then in general double the result). Note that the transformation (2.5) between a sinusoid \( y(t) \) and its phasor \( Y(\omega) \) is itself a linear operation, and so is a sum of such terms (one for each sinusoid in a composite signal, say). Since the composition of two linear operations results in another linear operation, we immediately know that a linear operation \( g[y(t)] \) will transform to a corresponding linear operation in the frequency-domain \( G[Y(\omega)] \). The problem is to determine the correspondence between these two operations \( g \) and \( G \).

The simplest linear operation, multiplying by a constant, is trivially easy to handle. A cursory glance at equation (2.5) should make it obvious that multiplying (or scaling) \( y(t) \) by some (real-valued) constant \( a \) will simply result in scaling \( Y(\omega) \) by the same constant:

\[
2.6 \quad y(t) \rightarrow a \cdot y(t) \quad \Leftrightarrow \quad Y(\omega) \rightarrow a \cdot Y(\omega) \quad (a \text{ real, constant})
\]
Multiplying $Y(\omega)$ by some complex-valued constant $Z = z e^{j\phi}$, on the other hand, corresponds to changing both the amplitude and phase of $y(t)$ (consider equations (2.5)):

$$Y(\omega) \rightarrow Z Y(\omega) \iff y(t) = a \cos(\omega t + \phi) \rightarrow y(t) = za \cos(\omega t + \phi + \phi_z)$$

Taking a time derivative of $y(t)$ has a straightforward and quite simple effect on $Y(\omega)$. Consider equations (2.5), in which $y(t)$ is a simple sinusoid. In this case we can evaluate the derivative as it operates on both sides of the second equation of (2.5), keeping in mind that the order of time differentiation and taking the real part may be reversed (see page 2-48):

$$\frac{d}{dt} y(t) = \frac{d}{dt} \text{Re}[Y(\omega)e^{j\omega t}] = \text{Re}[\frac{d}{dt} Y(\omega)e^{j\omega t}] = \text{Re}[j\omega Y(\omega)e^{j\omega t}]$$

Thus, taking a time derivative of a function $y(t)$ corresponds to simply multiplying its frequency-domain representation $Y(\omega)$ by $j\omega$. This result obtains even for some arbitrary $y(t)$ requiring a more complicated Fourier integral representation (see the text describing equations (2.31) on page 2-49).

Similarly, dividing $Y(\omega)$ by $j\omega$ corresponds to an integration of $y(t)$. This important result shows that linear differential equations of time when transformed will become complex polynomial equations of frequency.

This result (2.8) will be critical for our extension of Ohm’s law to include capacitors and inductors. For example, let’s return to the circuit example from the previous section The RC time constant on page 2-3. In that example we considered the voltage across the capacitor of a series-connected RC circuit (Figure 2-3). The differential equation (2.2) we derived to describe the circuit’s behavior is repeated below, except that we won’t substitute $v_{in} = 0$:

$$i(t) = (v_{out}(t) - v_{in}(t))/R = -C \frac{d}{dt} v_{out}(t)$$

$$RC \frac{d}{dt} v_{out}(t) + v_{out}(t) = v_{in}(t)$$

Let’s convert this final differential equation relating $v_{in}(t)$ and $v_{out}(t)$ to its frequency-domain representation relating the corresponding phasors $V_{in}(\omega)$ and $V_{out}(\omega)$. Using (2.6), the constant $RC$ transfers intact to the new representation, whereas the time derivative of $V_{out}(\omega)$, using (2.8), becomes $j\omega V_{out}(\omega)$:

$$j\omega RC V_{out}(\omega) + V_{out}(\omega) = V_{in}(\omega)$$

$$V_{out}(\omega) = \frac{1}{1 + j\omega RC} V_{in}(\omega)$$

This new algebraic expression relates input and output phasors: in other words, it describes the output sinusoid $V_{out}$’s amplitude and phase when the circuit is driven by an input sinusoid.
$V_{in}(\omega)$. As we will see in the next section, we could have derived this expression directly using frequency-domain interpretations of Ohm’s law and Kirchhoff’s laws.
Extending Ohm’s Law: Impedance

With our powerful frequency-domain and phasor arsenal at our disposal we consider again the voltage-current relationships for the three basic, two-terminal elements: resistor, capacitor, and inductor. Equations (2.5) or, more generally, (2.31) define the relationships of the complex-valued voltage and current phasor representations \( V(\omega) \) and \( I(\omega) \) to their time-varying counterparts \( v(t) \) and \( i(t) \) across and through an element. Using the operator transformations of the previous section we now express the various voltage-current laws for our elements in terms of the phasor representations \( V(\omega) \) and \( I(\omega) \). Ohm’s law is easy, since \( v(t) \) and \( i(t) \) are simply proportional to each other:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{2.11 Resistor:} & \quad v(t) = R \, i(t) \\
& \quad V(\omega) = R \, I(\omega)
\end{align*}
\]

For the capacitor and inductor, we use (2.8) to transform the time derivatives in (2.1) and (2.4):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{2.12 Capacitor:} & \quad C \frac{d}{dt} v(t) = i(t) \\
& \quad (j\omega C) \, V(\omega) = I(\omega)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{2.13 Inductor:} & \quad v(t) = L \frac{d}{dt} i(t) \\
& \quad V(\omega) = (j\omega L) \, I(\omega)
\end{align*}
\]

Since \( \omega, L, \) and \( C \) are all nonnegative real numbers and the imaginary number \( j \) has a phase of \(+90^\circ\) \( (j = e^{j\pi/2}) \) multiplying by \( j\omega \) increases a phasor’s phase shift by \( 90^\circ \). Therefore, we see from (2.12) that the phase of a sinusoidal current through a capacitor leads its voltage by \( 90^\circ \), whereas for an inductor it’s the other way around.

The frequency-domain (phasor) relationships in (2.11), (2.12), and (2.13) all look like Ohm’s law: the voltage and current phasors are simply proportional to each other, except that in the cases of the inductor and capacitor the proportions are no longer real and are frequency-dependent. Thus we can generalize Ohm’s law to include these more general phasor relationships by introducing the concept of the complex-valued impedance, \( Z(\omega) \), and its reciprocal, the admittance, \( Y(\omega) \).

Ohm’s Law for Impedances and Admittances

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{2.14} & \quad V(\omega) = Z(\omega) \, I(\omega) \\
& \quad I(\omega) = Y(\omega) \, V(\omega)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
Z_R = R; \quad Z_C = 1/(j\omega C); \quad Z_L = j\omega L
\end{align*}
\]

The real part of an impedance \( Z \) is called its resistive component. If \( Z \) happens to be a positive real number, it is said to be a pure resistance. The imaginary part of \( Z \) is its reactive
component. An ideal capacitor or inductor is said to be a pure reactance. The real and imaginary parts of an admittance \( Y \) are called its conductance and susceptance, respectively.

| Impedance and admittance are frequency-domain concepts that describe an algebraic relationship between voltage and current phasors. In general, even linear relationships between voltages and currents in the time domain are differential in character — in the time domain, Ohm’s law applies only to a resistor. |

With our formal definitions of voltage and current phasors and using our complex-valued impedance concept to extend Ohm’s law, we can reexamine the various things we investigated in Experiment 1 to extend those time-domain relationships uncovered there to more general cases involving capacitors and inductors as well as resistors. This extension is particularly simple, because nearly every equation we wrote down for that experiment expressed a linear relationship between the various combinations of \( v(t) \) and \( i(t) \) sources and responses. All of those equations remain valid if you make the simple substitutions:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{v(t)}{R} & \rightarrow V(\omega); & R & \rightarrow Z(\omega) \\
\frac{i(t)}{C} & \rightarrow I(\omega); & \frac{d}{dt} & \rightarrow j\omega \\
\end{align*}
\]

This mapping from Experiment 1’s functions of time to our frequency-domain phasors includes expressions for series and parallel impedances, the voltage divider equation, Kirchhoff’s voltage and current laws, input and output impedances, ideal amplifier gains, and Thevenin and Norton signal source models. Substitute “impedance” for “resistance” and speak of phasors rather than instantaneous values of the voltages and currents.

**Parallel RC impedance vs. frequency**

As a first example of a calculation of \( Z(\omega) \), consider a parallel combination of a resistor \( R \) and capacitor \( C \). We know that, just as for resistors, the reciprocal impedances (admittances) of parallel elements add, so the parallel RC impedance must be:

\[
Z(\omega) = \frac{1}{R} + \frac{j\omega C}{R} = \frac{1}{R} (1 + j\omega RC) \rightarrow Z(\omega) = \frac{R}{1 + j\omega RC}
\]

The magnitude and phase vs. frequency of this complex-valued, parallel RC impedance \( Z(\omega) \) are plotted in Figure 2-6 on page 2-17; note that log scales are used for frequency and magnitude. This pair of graphs make up a Bode plot, named for Hendrik Bode (1905–1982) of Bell Laboratories. The RC corner frequency, \( f_0 \equiv 1/(2\pi RC) \), is that frequency where the impedances of the \( R \) and \( C \) have the same magnitude: with \( \omega_0 = 2\pi f_0 \), then \( R = 1/(\omega_0 C) \), or \( \omega_0 RC = 1 \). At low frequencies, where \( f \ll f_0 \), then \( \omega RC \ll 1 \), and the parallel RC impedance

---

1 Note that this definition is precisely what we earlier called \( \omega_{RC} \) in the section The RC time constant: \( \omega_0 = \omega_{RC} \equiv 1/RC \), whereas the RC time constant \( \tau_{RC} = RC \).
approaches that of the resistor, \( R \). At high frequencies \((f \gg f_0)\) it approaches that of the capacitor, \( \frac{1}{j \omega C} \). Note that in the Bode plot (Figure 2-6) these asymptotic behaviors plot as straight lines on the log-log magnitude plot and semi-log phase plot, and that the magnitude plot asymptotes intersect at \( f_0 \), which is why \( f_0 \) is called the “corner frequency.” However, at \( f_0 \) the magnitude of \( Z \) actually differs from the asymptotes’ intersection by a factor of \( \sqrt{2} \), and its phase is exactly half-way between the asymptotic phase values of 0\(^\circ\) and −90\(^\circ\). This should be clear from the expression for \( Z(\omega) \) in (2.16): at the corner frequency its denominator is \( 1 + j \), which has a magnitude of \( \sqrt{2} \) and a phase of 45\(^\circ\).

As the frequency moves away from \( f_0 \), the magnitude of \( Z \) approaches its asymptotes relatively quickly — beyond a factor of 10 in frequency away from \( f_0 \) its magnitude is well within 1\% of them. The phase of \( Z \) approaches its asymptotes much more gradually, however: a factor of 10 in frequency only brings the phase to just within 6\(^\circ\) of an asymptote; a factor of 60 is required to come within 1\(^\circ\). This behavior is typical of simple circuits containing only a single capacitor or inductor.

**RC voltage dividers as simple filters**

A filter is a circuit which is designed to pass some limited range of signal frequencies to its output, blocking undesired interference or noise present at other frequencies. A filter’s gain (or transfer function) is appropriately described by a complex-
valued function \(G(\omega)\), called its frequency response. We illustrate this idea with a couple of particularly simple but often useful circuits, the RC filters shown in Figure 2-7. Clearly, each of these circuits is just a voltage divider with a capacitor and a resistor. Since a capacitor’s impedance is inversely proportional to frequency (equation (2.14)), it becomes very small at high frequencies and very large at low frequencies (Figure 2-6). We should then expect that for the high-pass filter (top circuit in Figure 2-7) \(V_{out}\) approaches \(V_{in}\) at high frequencies but will approach 0 at low frequencies. The opposite would be the case for the low-pass filter (bottom circuit). Using the voltage divider equation gives:

\[
G(\omega) \equiv \frac{V_{out}(\omega)}{V_{in}(\omega)} = \begin{cases} \frac{R}{R+Z_C} & \text{(high-pass)}; \\ \frac{Z_C}{R+Z_C} & \text{(low-pass)} \end{cases}
\]

Note that we’ve expressed the frequency \(f\) in hertz for the formulas in (2.17), and we again identify the RC corner frequency \(f_0\) as the frequency at which \(Z_C\) and \(R\) have the same magnitude. The derivation of these formulas from the expression above them is left to the exercises. Figure 2-8 presents a Bode plot of the high-pass filter’s response; the low-pass filter’s response is identical to the Bode plot of our parallel RC impedance in Figure 2-6 (on page 2-17), except that \(G(\omega)\) replaces \(Z(\omega)/R\). As expected, the high-pass filter gain

![Figure 2-8: Bode plot of the RC high-pass filter response from (2.17). The asymptotes of the response are shown as dashed lines. Frequency is relative to the RC corner frequency, \(f_0 = 1/(2\pi RC)\), as in Figure 2-6. Gain is also shown in decibels (dB): \(G(\text{dB}) = 20 \log_{10}(G)\). This response is typical of that of a single pole filter.](image)

2 The low-pass filter circuit in Figure 2-7 is the same as the one we examined in the sections The RC time constant and The actions of linear functions on the representations (see Figure 2-3 on page 2-3). In fact, the second equation in (2.10) on page 2-13 is the same as right-hand equation in (2-17), although it was derived in an apparently different way.
magnitude decreases as $f/f_0$ for frequencies well below the $RC$ corner frequency $f_0$, but well above this frequency its gain becomes constant (with $G = 1$). Also note the relationship between the asymptotic phase and the slopes of the response magnitude asymptotes. This correlation between response slope and phase is the consequence of the general rule stated in the first highlighted box below.

In the left-hand plot of Figure 2-8 the gain magnitude is also displayed in decibels (dB), a logarithmic scale commonly used for expressing a network’s gain. 10dB corresponds to a signal power gain of a factor of 10; since power is proportional to the square of a signal’s amplitude, a factor of 10 in amplitude gain corresponds to a power gain of 100, which is 20dB. Decibels are defined in the other highlighted box below.

**RESPONSE SLOPE AND ASSOCIATED PHASE SHIFT IN BODE PLOTS**
For filters constructed using only $R$’s, $C$’s, and $L$’s, the slope of the asymptotic magnitude (on a log-log Bode plot) and the associated asymptotic phase obey a simple rule: if the magnitude goes as $(frequency)^n$ for some integer $n$, then its associated phase shift is $n \times 90^\circ$.

This rule obtains because the impedances of the $C$’s and $L$’s involve only factors of $j\omega$ (you never find $\omega$ without $j$ multiplying it!), and each imaginary factor $j$ changes the phase by an additional $90^\circ$. ($-90^\circ$ for $1/j$ factors).

**USING DECIBELS TO EXPRESS GAIN**
Gain is often expressed in the logarithmic decibel (dB) scale. The conversion to dB for amplitude gain (such as the voltage gain of an amplifier) is:

$$dB = 20 \log_{10}\left|\frac{V_{out}}{V_{in}}\right|$$

Gains of less than 1 will have negative dB values: $1/10 \rightarrow -20$dB, etc. A change of 1dB corresponds to a 12% gain change; $\pm$0.1dB corresponds to about a 1% gain variation. Other common dB values and their approximate conversions:

- $6$dB $\rightarrow \times 2$
- $10$dB $\rightarrow \times 3$ (actually closer to $\pi$)
- $14$dB $\rightarrow \times 5$

Each simple $RC$ filter has a passband which begins at $f_0$ and extends in frequency from there. At $f_0$ the gain is only $1/\sqrt{2}$ (−3dB) of its average value well into the passband; −3dB gain points are often used to specify the passband frequency limits of a filter. Outside their passbands these simple filters have asymptotic gain slopes of 20dB/decade (factor of 10), or also 6dB/octave (factor of 2) for both filters. This behavior is characteristic of what is called a single pole filter response, meaning that the denominator of the filter’s gain expression, e.g. (2.17), is a polynomial of order 1 in $j\omega$. Thus there is only one value of $j\omega$ for which the filter’s gain denominator is 0, namely: $j\omega = -f_0$. 
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**AC coupling using the RC high-pass filter: blocking a DC signal component**

For an important application of the simple RC high-pass filter shown in Figure 2-7 consider this problem: a tiny, time-varying signal must be amplified by at least a factor of 100 to be accurately measured, but unfortunately this signal is actually a continual, small fluctuation of an otherwise constant (DC) voltage of about 5V. Obviously, amplifying the 5V DC component by 100 would result in an output of 500V, which is impractical (and could be dangerous!). Thus we need to amplify the tiny time-varying signal while also blocking the 5V constant component. The solution to our problem turns out to be easy: just add a simple RC high-pass filter to the input of a noninverting op-amp amplifier circuit as shown in Figure 2-9.

![Figure 2-9: Using AC coupling to prevent unwanted amplification of the DC component of the input.](image)

The low-frequency cutoff of the amplifier is determined by the filter’s RC corner frequency, \( f_0 = \frac{1}{2\pi RC} \). The gain within the passband is determined by the amplifier’s feedback resistors: \( G = 1 + \frac{R_f}{R_i} \). The input impedance of the amplifier (in the passband) is \( R \).

This technique is so common that it has a special name: *AC coupling* the input to an amplifier. To choose proper values for the high-pass filter’s \( R \) and \( C \) requires some thought:

1. Well within the \( RC \) high-pass filter’s passband, the impedance of the capacitor is much smaller than that of the resistor. Thus \( R \) becomes the input impedance of the amplifier circuit and must be chosen appropriately. For example, \( R \) must be large enough to ensure that it does not draw too much current from a weak signal source.

2. Once you have decided on a value for \( R \), you choose the value for \( C \) using (2.17) after you determine the lowest frequency component in the input signal you need to measure accurately. At the \( RC \) corner frequency \( f_0 \), the filter’s gain has dropped significantly: to only \( 1/\sqrt{2} \) (0.71), and its output phase has shifted by 45°. On the other hand, at ten times the \( RC \) corner frequency, the filter’s gain has dropped by only about 0.5%, and its phase shift is a bit less than 6° (see Figure 2-8 on page 2-18). Thus a good rule of thumb is to choose \( f_0 \) to be 10 times lower than the lowest frequency you need to measure accurately.
3. Another rule of thumb is to ensure that the maximum voltage rating of the capacitor \( C \) is at least twice the input’s maximum expected voltage magnitude (which will be close to the input’s expected DC voltage component if its AC fluctuations are small). If the required capacitance \( C \) is large (more than a few microfarads), then an electrolytic (polarized) capacitor may be needed. The polarity of an electrolytic capacitor should match the input signal’s DC voltage polarity. If good performance at high frequencies (above 100 kHz) is then also important, a small-valued capacitor (10–100nF) with the proper voltage rating should be placed in parallel with the electrolytic.

4. Finally and very importantly, the resistor \( R \) must be included in the circuit! (You can’t let \( R = \infty \).) The reason for this limitation is that both op-amp inputs must have some DC connection to ground, no matter how roundabout or indirect, or your op-amp’s output will immediately drift off to one of its voltage limits.

This final requirement is worth some special emphasis:

**OP-AMP INPUTS REQUIRE A DC PATH**

Because a real op-amp will always require some tiny but nonzero DC bias current to flow into (or out of) each of its two inputs, there must be a path for each of these DC currents to get to its input. If an op-amp input is left disconnected or is connected to only a capacitor terminal, then the op-amp’s output voltage will soon saturate at one of its voltage limits, and your circuit will be useless.

Think of it this way: at all frequencies from 0 (DC) up to the op-amp’s limiting bandwidth (discussed in the next section), each op-amp input must be attached to something which establishes a well-defined voltage at that input — it cannot just look into an infinite impedance (for example, a single capacitor at DC) or be left disconnected.

Even an ideal op-amp controls its output by comparing its two input voltages, so if one or both input voltages is left undefined by the circuit, the op-amp output will have no stable, well-defined value (it will probably run off to one of its output voltage limits).
**THE REAL, FINITE-GAIN OP-AMP**

**Approximating the ideal: the real op-amp frequency response**

The simple operational amplifier model discussed in Experiment 1 is, of course, an idealization of a real op-amp’s behavior. How close do actual op-amps come to achieving this ideal performance? With our complex phasor and impedance toolbox now in hand, it’s time to consider a more realistic model of the behavior of an op-amp. A real op-amp has a very large, but finite, differential open-loop (no feedback) gain $g$ which is a function of frequency: $g = g(\omega)$ (note that we’re violating our informal convention of using only upper-case letters for complex-valued quantities). Because of this frequency-dependent behavior, our more realistic op-amp model will naturally use a frequency-domain representation. We assume that otherwise the amplifier remains ideal, in the sense that neither op-amp input draws current, and that the op-amp’s output voltage phasor is only dependent on the difference in the voltage phasors at its + and − inputs, $V_+(\omega)$ and $V_-(\omega)$:

$$V_{out} = g \times (V_+ - V_-)$$

Let us now examine the open-loop gain frequency response $g(\omega)$ of an inexpensive, well-designed, general purpose op-amp. The Texas Instruments TL082, the one you will continue to use throughout this course, has a $g(\omega)$ shown in the Bode plot of Figure 2-10. At very low frequencies $g$ is typically quite large (exceeding $10^5$), but because the op-amp contains an internal $RC$ low-pass filter with a very low corner frequency, its $g(\omega)$ decreases over most of the op-amp’s useable frequency range. The frequency at which $|g(\omega)| = 1$ is called the op-amp’s gain-bandwidth product, $f_{BW}$, and the op-amp’s open-loop gain is given by $-j(f_{BW}/f)$ over this frequency range. The gain-bandwidth product $f_{BW}$ therefore defines the upper frequency limit for an op-amp’s usefulness.

![Figure 2-10: Bode plot of the TL082 op-amp open-loop gain, $g(f)$. The op-amp’s gain-bandwidth product, $f_{BW}$, is 3MHz; the DC open-loop gain is $2 \times 10^5$.](image-url)
The roll-off in \( g(\omega) \) shown in Figure 2-10 is an intentional design choice. It keeps the op-amp from exhibiting high frequency instability or oscillations, even when it is configured as a voltage follower circuit (with 100% feedback of \( V_{out} \) to \( V_- \)). This sort of open-loop frequency response is known as unity-gain compensation, and it is what you will want for the vast majority of op-amp applications. A simple but useful 2-parameter model of the open-loop gain of an op-amp such as the TL082 is given in (2.19). The two parameters are \( g_{DC} \), the op-amp’s very large low frequency gain, and its gain-bandwidth product (or sometimes called its unity-gain bandwidth), \( f_{BW} \).

**Simple op-amp open-loop gain model**

\[
\frac{1}{g(f)} = \frac{1}{g_{DC}} + j\frac{f}{f_{BW}}
\]

These two parameter values may be found in the op-amp device’s data sheet; for a typical TL082 \( g_{DC} = 2 \times 10^5 \) and \( f_{BW} = 3 \text{ MHz} \). Note that this model is expressed in terms of conventional frequency \( f \), not angular frequency \( \omega \). However, since only a frequency ratio is used, replacing the \( f \)’s with \( \omega \)’s in (2.19) won’t change the model. Using angular frequencies, the typical TL082 \( \omega_{BW} = 2 \times 10^7 \text{ rad/sec} \).

**Frequency responses of real amplifier circuits**

Now we examine the effect of a real op-amp’s finite open-loop gain function \( g(\omega) \) on an amplifier circuit’s performance. The two typical op-amp circuit configurations, as we investigated in Experiment 1, are the noninverting and inverting amplifier circuits. Consider the ideal op-amp results first, whose gain formulas were derived in Experiment 1. Figure

---

2-11 shows the circuits and their closed-loop (using feedback) gain expressions. These circuits assume that the feedback networks could contain arbitrary impedances \( Z_f(\omega) \) and \( Z_i(\omega) \) rather than the pure resistances used in Experiment 1. Thus we work in the frequency domain: the voltages are complex phasors and the gains are complex functions of \( \omega \). Recall that these circuits employ negative feedback via the voltage divider formed from \( Z_f \) and \( Z_i \) to return a fraction of \( V_{out} \) to the op-amp’s −Input terminal. The noninverting circuit’s resulting gain will be the reciprocal of that feedback fraction. As shown in the figure, we designate the noninverting ideal circuit gain as \( G_N(\omega) \). The ideal inverting circuit gain is the negative of the feedback impedances’ ratio and will be designated \( -G_I(\omega) \). Note that we do not include the inverting amplifier gain’s minus sign in our definition here of \( G_I \) but will rather include it explicitly in our expressions.

How then will the gain formulas shown in Figure 2-11 change when the ideal op-amp is replaced with an op-amp with open-loop gain \( g(\omega) \)? Consider the noninverting configuration first (left-hand circuit in Figure 2-11). \( V_{out} \) will now be given by the formula (2.18):

\[
V_{out} = g(\omega) \times (V_+ - V_-).
\]

\( V_+ \) will still equal the input voltage \( V_{in} \), and \( V_- \) will still be the fraction of \( V_{out} \) determined by the \( Z_f \) and \( Z_i \) voltage divider: \( V_- = V_{out}/G_N \). Putting all of this together,

\[
V_{out} = g \times (V_{in} - V_{out}/G_N) = gV_{in} - V_{out}(g/G_N).
\]

\[
V_{out} (1 + g/G_N) = V_{out} (G_N + g)/G_N = gV_{in}.
\]

2.20

\[
\frac{V_{out}}{V_{in}} = G_N(\omega) \left( \frac{1}{1 + G_N(\omega)/g(\omega)} \right)
\]

Noninverting configuration closed-loop gain (with finite op-amp open-loop gain)

So the noninverting amplifier gain is modified by the factor in brackets in (2.20). At frequencies where \( |g(\omega)| \gg |G_N(\omega)| \), the amplifier circuit will behave very close to ideal with gain very nearly equal to \( G_N(\omega) \). On the other hand, if \( |g(\omega)| \ll |G_N(\omega)| \), the circuit gain will approach the op-amp’s open loop gain \( g(\omega) \), and the feedback network will have little effect.

What can happen at frequencies where \( |g(\omega)| \approx |G_N(\omega)| \)? Now the circuit’s behavior will be strongly dependent on the phase of \( G_N(\omega)/g(\omega) \), especially if that phase nears 180°! Since over most of the op-amp’s useful frequency range \( g(\omega) \) will have a phase close to −90° (see Figure 2-10), problems will arise if the circuit design results in \( |g(\omega)| \approx |G_N(\omega)| \) and \( G_N(\omega) \) has a phase near +90°. In this case \( G_N(\omega)/g(\omega) \) will approach −1, so the denominator of (2.20) becomes very small, resulting in usually undesirable behavior called gain peaking.

Most often, however, a simple op-amp amplifier design with two resistors for \( Z_f \) and \( Z_i \) will be required, such as in our old friend the \( \times11 \) noninverting amplifier with \( R_f = 10 R_i \). In this
case $G_N \geq 1$ and is independent of frequency. Substituting the simple op-amp open-loop gain model (2.19) for $g(\omega)$ into (2.20) we get (2.21).

\[
\frac{V_{\text{out}}}{V_{\text{in}}} = G_N \left(1 + \frac{G_N}{g_{\text{DC}}} \right)^{-1} + j \left(\frac{f}{f_{BW}/G_N}\right)
\]

In nearly all common op-amp circuit designs, $G_N/g_{\text{DC}}$ will be negligible compared to 1 and can be ignored in the expression (2.21). The gain correction factor in (2.21) then becomes identical to the simple low-pass filter response presented in (2.17) on page 2-18, if we first identify the filter’s $-3$ dB corner frequency $f_0$ with $f_{BW}/G_N$. Figure 2-12 shows Bode plots of the frequency responses of noninverting amplifiers with various closed-loop gain ($G_N$) values. Because the amplifier circuit’s $-3$ dB bandwidth is clearly inversely proportional to its designed closed-loop gain, we finally realize why the op-amp parameter $f_{BW}$ is called its gain-bandwidth product: $G_N f_0 = f_{BW}$.

![Figure 2-12: Bode plots of TL082-based noninverting amplifiers with closed-loop gains $G_N$ of 100 (40dB), 10 (20dB), and 1 (0dB). The $-3$dB corner frequencies are given by $f_{BW}/G_N$ and are indicated by the vertical grid lines. Also shown (thin, dashed lines) are the TL082 op-amp open-loop $g(f)$ gain and phase using the simplified model given by (2.19).](image)

If you need an amplifier with both high gain and large bandwidth, you can achieve this by either: (1) cascading two or more lower-gain amplifier stages (the lower gain will give greater bandwidth), or (2) using a faster op-amp (one with a higher gain-bandwidth product). The first alternative is addressed in the exercises; which choice you make for your own designs may depend on other factors which you will learn to appreciate as you gain more experience with these devices.

Analysis of the frequency response of an inverting amplifier configuration proceeds similarly but is a bit more complicated. Referring back to Figure 2-11 on page 2-23, we see that the
Experiment 2: The real, finite-gain op-amp

op-amp gain equation (2.18) implies that $-gV_n = V_{out}$. We then use the generalized voltage divider equation from Experiment 1 to express $V_n$ in terms of contributions from $V_{in}$ and $V_{out}$ via the feedback impedances $Z_f(\omega)$ and $Z_i(\omega)$.

Equating the two expressions and solving for the circuit gain $V_{out}/V_{in}$ gives:

$$V_n = -V_{out}/g = \left(V_{in}/Z_i + V_{out}/Z_f\right)/\left(1/Z_i + 1/Z_f\right)$$

$$-V_{out}/g = \left(V_{in}(Z_f/Z_i) + V_{out}\right)/(Z_f/Z_i + 1) = G_i V_{in}/G_N + V_{out}/G_N$$

$$2.22 \quad \frac{V_{out}}{V_{in}} = -G_f(\omega) \left(\frac{1}{1 + G_N(\omega)/g(\omega)}\right) \quad G_f(\omega) \equiv \frac{Z_f(\omega)}{Z_i(\omega)}; \quad G_N(\omega) = G_f(\omega) + 1$$

Inverting configuration closed-loop gain (with finite op-amp open-loop gain)

So as expected, the ideal gain of the inverting amplifier circuit is reduced because of the op-amp’s finite gain. Note that the gain correction factor in (2.22) is identical to that found for the noninverting amplifier, (2.20): even though we use the inverting configuration with ideal gain $-G_f(\omega)$, the inverting amplifier’s frequency response is determined by the feedback network’s equivalent noninverting gain, $G_N(\omega) = G_f(\omega) + 1$. This means, for example, that an inverting amplifier configuration with gain $-1$ has the same $-3$ dB bandwidth as a noninverting amplifier with a gain of 2: only half the op-amp’s unity-gain bandwidth, $f_{BW}$. This behavior can be understood by looking at the circuits from the op-amp’s point of view: for either the noninverting or inverting configurations the negative feedback of $V_{out}$ to its input is via a voltage divider formed from the same $Z_f$ and $Z_i$ — the only difference between the two circuits being where the designer chooses to introduce the input signal.
SKETCHING BODE PLOTS OF SIMPLE CIRCUITS

Now we describe a few techniques to quickly sketch rough Bode plots of magnitude and phase for some simple circuit configurations. Although they won’t work for every circuit configuration, these techniques remain broadly applicable and will help you start to develop your intuition regarding the behaviors of circuits and your skills at circuit design.

Series and parallel combinations

First, consider the very simple Bode amplitude plots of a resistor, capacitor, and inductor shown in Figure 2-13 below. Remember that when plotted on a log-log graph, power-law functions plot as straight lines. For these cases we don’t need to include phase plots, because we immediately know the phases by looking for the $j$’s in the expressions: each factor of $j$ contributes $90^\circ$ of phase ($-90^\circ$ for $-j$ in the numerator or for $j$ in the denominator).

![Figure 2-13: Bode amplitude plots (log-log scales) of $Z(f)$ for a resistor, capacitor, and inductor. The slopes of the plots give the phases associated with each element: $0^\circ$, $-90^\circ$, and $+90^\circ$, respectively.](image)

Now consider a series or parallel combination of two elements. For variety’s sake, this time we’ll consider the combination of an $R$ and an $L$. Sketch both impedances on a single plot, with their intersection near the magnitude plot’s center, as shown in the left column of plots in Figure 2-14 on page 2-28. On both the log-log amplitude plot and on the log-linear phase plot, these individual $R$ and $L$ impedances plot as straight lines.

These individual element lines will become the asymptotes of the combination’s impedance, because one or the other will dominate the behavior at very low or at very high frequency. For a series combination, the higher magnitude element plot line will be the asymptote at each frequency limit. For a parallel combination, the lower magnitude line defines the limiting asymptote. The corresponding element phases will become the combination’s phase asymptotes. Note how these rules of thumb agree with the series and parallel response sketches in the center and left columns of Figure 2-14.
Experiment 2: Sketching Bode plots of simple circuits

Now note the frequency where the individual element magnitude plots intersect. Places where two magnitude lines cross are important! At those frequencies the individual elements have equal contributions to the circuit response, and therefore they indicate characteristic frequencies at which the general behavior of the combination can be expected to transition between the asymptotic behaviors. In the case of our $R$ and $L$, the single intersection occurs at the frequency $f_{RL}$ where the $R$ and the $L$ have the same magnitude impedance: $R = \omega L$, so $f_{RL} = R/\omega L$.

The actual combination response at an intersection of two asymptotes depends on the relative phases of the asymptotes. In the case of a resistor and a reactance (either $L$ or $C$), their magnitudes are equal at the intersection, but their phases differ by $90^\circ$. Thus their impedance phasors form two sides of a right triangle, and they will add to form a phasor whose length is $\sqrt{2}$ larger and whose phase is half-way between their individual phases. If you want the series combination, then the response at the intersection is $\sqrt{2}$ greater than the intersection; for the parallel case it is $\sqrt{2}$ smaller. Plot the actual response point on both the magnitude and phase graphs of the Bode plot. Now sketch a smooth curve joining the asymptotes and passing through the actual response at the characteristic frequency (intersection). The results should look like the red curves in Figure 2-14.
Voltage dividers

Now consider a more complicated task: sketch the response (gain and phase) of the voltage divider in Figure 2-15, similar to the low-pass filter of Figure 2-7 on page 2-17, except that an additional resistor ($R_2$) is included.

As with the last section, we start by sketching straight-line asymptotes on our Bode plot. We know that a voltage divider transfer function $G = V_{out}/V_{in}$ is given by the bottom elements’ impedance ($Z_C + R_2$) divided by the total impedance ($R_1 + Z_C + R_2$).

The capacitor’s impedance $Z_C$ is proportional to $f^{-1}$, going from an open circuit ($\infty$) at very low frequencies to a short circuit (0) at very high frequencies. Thus the resulting voltage divider gain asymptotes may be determined as follows:

1. Because at low frequencies $C$ acts as an open circuit, we must have $V_{out} = V_{in}$, so $G(f \to 0) = 1$.

2. At high frequencies $C$ acts as a short, so the divider acts as simply that of the two resistors $R_1$ and $R_2$. $G(f \to \infty) = R_2/(R_1 + R_2) = 1/11$.

3. As the frequency rises from 0, at some point $|Z_C| \approx R_1$ (since $R_1 \gg R_2$), and the divider gain will start to fall from 1 toward $1/11$, reaching the lower value as $|Z_C| \approx R_2$. The gain then is well-approximated by $1/11$ for higher frequencies.

The two constant-gain asymptotes are sketched in Figure 2-16 along with a downward sloping line (going as $f^{-1}$) connecting them. This sloping line crosses the other two asymptotes at frequencies $f_{low}$ and $f_{high}$, as shown. Since the ratio of the two asymptotic gains is $11:1$ and the impedance of $C$ goes as $f^{-1}$, the ratio $f_{high}:f_{low}$ must also be $11:1$.
Before determining $f_{low}$ and $f_{high}$, which we know should be approximately given by $1/(2\pi R_1 C)$ and $1/(2\pi R_2 C)$, respectively, consider the phase response. Using the advice given in the highlighted box way back on page 2-19, we know that the asymptotic phase is $0^\circ$ where the gain is independent of frequency and is $-90^\circ$ where the gain $\propto f^{-1}$ (note the gain expression in Figure 2-16).

The phase asymptotes are sketched in Figure 2-17 along with the complex gain formulas associated with each. In this example the two frequencies marking the asymptotic phase shifts are only about an order of magnitude apart, and the phase actually changes quite slowly for these sorts of simple filters. Keep this fact in mind when sketching the phase. The actual phase response is plotted in the right-hand graph of Figure 2-17; the phase goes down to only about $-56^\circ$. You can also see that it doesn’t approach $0^\circ$ unless the frequency is well away from both $f_{low}$ and $f_{high}$.

The final requirement is to determine $f_{low}$ and $f_{high}$. The original estimates are $|Z_C| \approx R_1$ at $f_{low}$ and $|Z_C| \approx R_2$ at $f_{high}$, and these estimates are perfectly adequate in many situations, so that we can then estimate $f_{low} = (2\pi R_1 C)^{-1}$, $f_{high} = (2\pi R_2 C)^{-1}$.

However, because the gain change is by a factor of 11, we know that the ratio $f_{high} : f_{low}$ must also be 11:1. So which frequency estimate is wrong: $f_{low}$, $f_{high}$, or both? It turns out that $f_{low} = [2\pi (R_1 + R_2) C]^{-1}$, a factor of 11 smaller than $f_{high} = (2\pi R_2 C)^{-1}$. You can see that this should be the case by looking again at the circuit schematic in Figure 2-15. If the input is 0, then the input end of $R_1$ is connected to the grounded end of $R_2$. From the point of view of the capacitor $C$, it would discharge through the two series-connected resistors, and the relevant $RC$ time constant would be $(R_1 + R_2) C$, determining $f_{low}$. The other time constant, corresponding to $f_{high}$, would then be 1/11 of this, or $R_2 C$ (for $R_1 = 10 R_2$). Such level of detail is not required when you are simply trying to sketch the Bode plots.
Sketching complex-valued frequency response expressions

Suppose that you have derived an expression for the frequency response of a circuit, and you now wish to generate a sketch of its Bode plot. In this section we’ll review the general rules of thumb used in the previous two sections.

Let’s start with the previous example. The actual formula for the complex gain of the voltage divider circuit in Figure 2-15 is quite easy to derive and turns out to be:

\[ G(\omega) = \frac{1 + j\omega R_2 C}{1 + j\omega (R_1 + R_2) C} \]

From that example we had \( R_1 = 10 R_2 \). We can make this equation more generic by identifying the two \( RC \) time constants with their companion angular frequencies \( \omega_{\text{low}} \) and \( \omega_{\text{high}} \) and then using cycle frequency ratios rather than angular frequency ratios. Thus we get the following gain expression, with \( f_{\text{high}} = 11 f_{\text{low}} \):

\[ G(f) = \frac{1 + jf/f_{\text{high}}}{1 + jf/f_{\text{low}}} \]

The first step is now to find the low frequency and high frequency asymptotes of \( G(f) \). Firstly \( G(f \to 0) = 1/1 = 1 \); however, \( G(f \to \infty) = f_{\text{low}}/f_{\text{high}} = 1/11 \). Both of these asymptotes are real, constant numbers (with phase 0). The remaining asymptote is found by considering intermediate frequencies: \( f_{\text{low}} < f < f_{\text{high}} \). Now \( f/f_{\text{low}} > 1 \) while \( f/f_{\text{high}} < 1 \), so in this regime we may approximate \( G(f) \) as \( 1/(jf/f_{\text{low}}) = f_{\text{low}}/(jf) \), inversely proportional to \( f \) with phase \(-90^\circ\). Thus the set of magnitude and phase asymptotes are the same as we found previously, Figure 2-16 and Figure 2-17. We can then sketch in the smooth curves as shown in those figures.

A second example: sketch the Bode plot for:

\[ G(f) = \frac{1}{(1 - jf_{\text{low}}/f)(1 + jf/f_{\text{high}})} \]

The specified characteristic (corner) frequencies are \( f_{\text{high}} = 100 f_{\text{low}} \).

Again start with the high and low frequency asymptotes. At very low frequencies \( f_{\text{low}}/f \gg 1 \) while \( f/f_{\text{high}} \ll 1 \). Consequently, \( G(f \to 0) = jf/f_{\text{low}} \), an upward sloping line with phase \(+90^\circ\) whose magnitude passes through unity at frequency \( f_{\text{low}} \). At the opposite extreme, \( G(f \to \infty) = f_{\text{high}}/(jf) \) sloping downward, passing through 1 at \( f_{\text{high}} \), and with phase \(-90^\circ\).

Now consider intermediate frequencies, \( f_{\text{low}} < f < f_{\text{high}} \): \( G(f) \) approaches unity, forming a horizontal asymptote with 0 phase. Finally, at the two corner frequencies one factor in the denominator has magnitude \( \sqrt{2} \) and the other has magnitude very near unity. Thus \( |G(f_{\text{low}})| = |G(f_{\text{high}})| \approx -3 \text{dB} \). Concurrently, the phases of \( G \) at these frequencies will be very nearly midway between their intersecting asymptotes’ phases.
The resulting Bode plot sketch is shown below. As you can see, the response is that of a \textit{band-pass filter}. The response expression (2.24) is the product of a low-pass and a high-pass filter response, (2.17), with corner frequencies a factor of 100 apart.

![Bode plot sketch](image)

\textbf{Figure 2-18: Sketching the Bode plot of the bandpass filter whose complex gain is given by (2.24). The two corner frequencies have a ratio of 100:1. The phase plot (right) covers a larger frequency range than does the magnitude plot (left).}

More practice sketching Bode plots is left to the Prelab exercises.
THE TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF A SIMPLE FILTER

So far we have investigated the frequency responses of a variety of simple filters. Such frequency-domain, phasor expressions describe the amplitude gain and phase shift of a filter’s sinusoidal output relative to that of a continuous, sinusoidal signal applied at its input (as a function of the signal input frequency). What we now address is how this phasor relationship \( G(f) \) corresponds to the filter’s response to a sudden, nearly discontinuous change in its input. This will be a time-domain analysis of the filter output \( v_{out}(t) \) in response to its input \( v_{in}(t) \). In particular, we wish to understand how such a filter will respond to a square-wave input signal: the input voltage repeatedly switches suddenly between two values: \( \pm V \). Between shifts the input voltage is held constant long enough to observe the filter output’s behavior as it settles to equilibrium. This output behavior is called the filter’s transient response, and the time it takes for the filter output to converge to within some small range about its equilibrium value is called its settling time.

We first looked at an example of a transient response analysis when we investigated the exponential relaxation of the voltage across a capacitor in the section The RC time constant starting on page 2-3. We now expand on that presentation to include more general circuit descriptions, starting with the simple RC high-pass and low-pass filters we’ve already discussed. As we stressed when we introduced the concept of impedance, complex-valued, algebraic, frequency-domain descriptions of a circuit correspond to differential time-domain expressions, the fundamental connection between these representations being (2.8), summarized as:

\[
j \omega F(\omega) \leftrightarrow \frac{d}{dt} f(t)
\]

where \( F(\omega) \) and \( f(t) \) are corresponding frequency-domain and time-domain representations of the same underlying function. In other words, we identify multiplication by \( j \omega \) with a time derivative \( d/dt \). Let’s apply this idea to the high-pass and low-pass filter responses of (2.17) on page 2-18. To properly use the mapping (2.25), however, our frequency-domain expressions must use angular frequencies and not cyclic frequencies (rad/sec, not Hz). Applying this procedure to the filter frequency-domain responses:

**High-pass filter response**
\[
G_{HP}(\omega) = \frac{1}{1 + \omega_0 / j\omega} = \frac{V_{out}(\omega)}{V_{in}(\omega)}
\]

\[(j \omega + \omega_0)V_{out}(\omega) = j \omega V_{in}(\omega)\]

**Low-pass filter response**
\[
G_{LP}(\omega) = \frac{1}{1 + j\omega / \omega_0} = \frac{V_{out}(\omega)}{V_{in}(\omega)}
\]

\[(j \omega + \omega_0)V_{out}(\omega) = \omega_0 V_{in}(\omega)\]

These are the time-domain, differential equations relating \( v_{out}(t) \) and \( v_{in}(t) \). Both have the same homogeneous differential equation for their complementary solution (set the right-hand
side to be identically 0), namely the exponential relaxation $a \exp(-\omega_0 t)$ for some initial amplitude $a$ determined by $v_{in}(t)$. The time constant of the relaxation is $\tau_0 = \omega_0^{-1}$ and is the time it takes the output to e-fold toward equilibrium (a factor of $e^{-1}$, or 0.37, closer to equilibrium). Note that the time constant is the reciprocal of the filter’s characteristic angular frequency — using a frequency in hertz would be in error by a factor of $2\pi$. In the case of a simple RC filter, $\tau_0 = RC$.

In the case of our assumed square-wave function for $v_{in}(t)$, we now further assume that the period of the square wave is many times longer than the time constant $\tau_0$, but that the time it takes to suddenly change voltage at each square-wave transition is much shorter than $\tau_0$. With these conditions the output’s exponential relaxation between input transitions will have had time to become negligibly small so that it has essentially reached equilibrium. Looking back at (2.26) the equilibrium high-pass filter output will be 0, but for the low-pass filter it will be the new input voltage (with magnitude $V$) following the input’s sudden step. At one of these sudden square-wave input voltage transitions between $\pm V$, the low-pass filter will start a new relaxation to the new equilibrium voltage, whereas the high-pass filter’s output will first mimic the input voltage’s sudden change and then start relaxing back toward 0. These behaviors are demonstrated in Figure 2-19.

![Figure 2-19: Oscilloscope recordings of the transient responses of simple RC high-pass (left) and low-pass (right) filters to a square wave input. The filters’ outputs were amplified by a noninverting op-amp amplifier with gain = 2. The time constant for both filters was 1ms.](image)
INTEGRATORS AND DIFFERENTIATORS

We can take advantage of a capacitor’s differential voltage-current relationship (2.1) to create simple op-amp circuits which can integrate or differentiate a time-varying input signal. In this section we briefly describe such circuits, but we leave some of the more complicated (albeit important) design considerations to the Additional information about the text ideas and circuits section.

Basic integrator and differentiator circuits

The basic op-amp integrator and differentiator circuits are shown in Figure 2-20. Both are inverting amplifier configurations with ideal frequency-domain gains of \(-\frac{Z_f}{Z_i}\). Thus \(Z_i V_{out} = -Z_f V_{in}\). Substituting the \(R\) and \(C\) impedances into this expression, multiplying both sides by \(j\omega C\), and then transforming \(j\omega \rightarrow \frac{d}{dt}\) gives their time-domain behaviors:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Basic Integrator} & \\
V_{in}(\omega) &= -j\omega RC V_{out}(\omega) \\
v_{in}(t) &= -RC \frac{d}{dt}v_{out}(t) \\
v_{out}(t) &= v_{out}(0) - \int_{0}^{t} v_{in}(t')dt'/RC
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Basic Differentiator} & \\
-j\omega RC V_{in}(\omega) &= V_{out}(\omega) \\
-RC \frac{d}{dt}v_{in}(t) &= v_{out}(t)
\end{align*}
\]

So in the frequency domain, the ideal circuit gains go as \(-\left(j\frac{f}{f_{RC}}\right)^{\pm 1}\), with \(f_{RC} = 1/(2\pi RC)\). In the time domain they are clearly integrating or differentiating their respective input signals. The minus signs, of course, come from the inverting nature of the amplifier circuits. The unit of time in each expression is obviously scaled by the circuit’s \(RC\) time constant.

Unfortunately, neither of these circuits will work well in its basic form. The flaw in each stems from imperfections present any real op-amp device. What follows are more practical circuits which can mitigate the effects of these imperfections.

A practical integrator circuit

A pesky problem exists with the simple integrator circuit of Figure 2-20: from the instant the circuit is put together and powered up, it will begin to integrate whatever voltage appears at
its input and will continue to do so indefinitely. If the long-term mean of the input voltage $v_{in}(t)$ is not precisely 0, the mean input voltage will generate a steady current component through the input resistor $R$. This current would continue on through the feedback path, slowly charging $C$ until the op-amp output saturates. Once that happens, the circuit is useless until the capacitor is somehow discharged. Unfortunately, this sequence of events will take place even if $v_{in}$ is connected directly to the op-amp circuit ground!

Small imperfections in the op-amp manufacturing process introduce a tiny imbalance in the two op-amp inputs. The op-amp circuitry then interprets this imbalance as a small differential input voltage, *even if the two op-amp inputs are connected together and to ground*. This effect is called the op-amp’s *input offset voltage* ($V_{IO}$) and is specified in the manufacturer’s device data sheet. In the case of the TL082, this offset voltage is typically 3 mV but could be as high as 15 mV or more. This offset voltage will effectively appear across the integrator circuit’s input resistor $R$, creating a current which will then charge the integrating capacitor $C$. The integrator’s output voltage $v_{out}(t)$ will then ramp steadily toward output saturation at a rate of $V_{IO}/RC$ (the ramp in output voltage could be toward positive or negative saturation depending on the sign of the op-amp’s $+$ and $-$ input mismatch).

There are various ways to mitigate this problem caused by the op-amp input offset error voltage $V_{IO}$. Here we present a simple circuit modification which will be satisfactory in many situations: the idea is to simply limit the circuit’s gain at 0 frequency (DC) to a low enough value that $V_{IO}$’s effect on the integrator output will be manageable. Here’s the circuit:

![Figure 2-21: A practical integrator circuit. The resistor $R_{DC}$ limits the circuit gain at DC so that real op-amp imperfections won’t cause the output to saturate.](image)

Placing resistor $R_{DC}$ in parallel with the feedback capacitor limits the circuit’s gain at low frequencies to no more than $-R_{DC}/R$. Choose a value for $R_{DC}$ that will limit the DC offset in the integrator’s $v_{out}$ to a tolerable value. For example, $R_{DC} = 100R$ would result in an offset in the integrator’s output voltage of about 0.3 V for a typical TL082 input offset voltage of
3 mV (although it could be as high as 1.5 V).\(^4\) A drawback of this technique is that it places a low frequency limit on the range for which the circuit behaves as an accurate integrator. At frequencies approaching the \(R_{DC}C\) corner frequency the circuit’s behavior transitions from integrator to amplifier. In other words, the \(R_{DC}C\) time constant sets an upper limit to the time scale over which the integral in (2.27) can be accurately calculated.

**The practical op-amp differentiator**

The basic differentiator circuit of Figure 2-20 suffers a couple of problems of a completely different nature from that of the integrator. In this section we briefly address these weaknesses and provide a simple circuit modification to mitigate them. The first problem is easy to see and it can be solved with the same fix for the differentiator’s second, more subtle difficulty. This first problem is almost obvious: as the input signal frequency goes up the circuit’s input impedance becomes intolerably small. The input impedance of the inverting op-amp configuration is given by \(Z_i\), which in this case is the capacitor’s impedance, \((j\omega C)^{-1}\). Consequently the basic differentiator circuit’s input impedance approaches zero as signal frequency increases.

The second problem with the basic differentiator circuit can be much more serious: its output suffers from extreme *gain peaking* and *output ringing* making this basic circuit almost useless, as shown in the oscilloscope screen capture in the left-hand graphic of Figure 2-22.

![Figure 2-22: Basic (left) and damped (right) differentiator responses to a sudden change in input slope. The input slope transitions between 0 and 4V/ms and back to 0; the output should change between 0 and −4V \((RC = 1ms)\). A properly damped differentiator circuit (right) outputs a much cleaner, controlled response to the input slope change, in this case with about a 20% *overshoot* and a short *settling time* required to reach steady state.](image)

The cause of this seemingly bizarre behavior lies buried in the expression describing the actual gain of a real inverting amplifier configuration, equation (2.22) on page 2-26. The

---

\(^4\) Actually, it is the circuit’s *noninverting* gain at DC that determines the output offset due to the op-amp input offset voltage error \(V_{IO}\). The reason for this is that \(V_{IO}\) is properly modeled as a voltage at the op-amp’s +Input terminal.
difficulty arises because of the interplay between the op-amp’s finite bandwidth (represented by its gain-bandwidth product, $\omega_{BW}$) and the differentiator circuit’s ideal gain function $G_I(\omega) = j\omega RC = j\omega / \omega_{RC}$. Here’s why: remembering that the ideal noninverting gain is one more than the inverting gain, $G_N(\omega) = G_I(\omega) + 1$, equation (2.22) for our basic differentiator transfer function becomes:

$$-\frac{V_{out}}{V_{in}} = G_I(\omega) \left( \frac{1}{1 + G_N(\omega)/g(\omega)} \right) = \frac{j \omega / \omega_{RC}}{1 + \frac{1}{g(\omega)} + j \frac{\omega / \omega_{RC}}{g(\omega)}}$$

Dividing top and bottom by the numerator, substituting for $g(\omega)$, and gathering terms (where we’ve ignored imaginary-part terms of order $1/g_{DC}$),

$$\frac{-V_{out}}{V_{in}} = \omega_{RC} \frac{1/\omega_{BW} + \frac{1}{g_{DC}} + j \left( \frac{\omega}{\omega_{BW} - \omega_{RC}} \right)}{\omega_{BW}}$$

As expected, the op-amp’s falling open-loop gain takes over the circuit’s response at high frequency, limiting the range over which the differentiator works to frequencies less than about $\omega_0 = (\omega_{RC} \omega_{BW})^{1/2}$, the frequency at which $|G_I(\omega)| = |g(\omega)|$.

Assume that $\omega_{RC} \ll \omega_{BW}$, as is normally the case: we’ll use the example of Figure 2-22, with $\omega_{RC} = 10^5$ sec$^{-1}$ and the TL082’s $\omega_{BW} = 2 \times 10^7$ sec$^{-1}$. Then $\omega_0 = 1.4 \times 10^5$ sec$^{-1}$ ($f_0 = 22$ kHz), and we might expect the circuit’s gain at $\omega_0$ to be $|G_I(\omega_0)| = |g(\omega_0)| = \omega_0 / \omega_{RC} = 140$. However, if we substitute $\omega = \omega_0$ into (2.28) the imaginary part of the denominator vanishes, and (with $g_{DC} \approx 10 \omega_{BW} / \omega_{RC}$) the gain is actually around $10^4$, about 100 times higher than expected! This extreme gain peaking is an example of a high-$Q$, resonant response (which we will study in more detail during Experiment 5). It also explains the ringing (at the circuit resonant frequency $f_0$) observed in the left-hand oscilloscope screen image in Figure 2-22.

Figure 2-23: A practical differentiator circuit. The resistor $R_d$ damps the overshoot and ringing that would otherwise plague the differentiator’s output. It also provides a minimum input impedance for the circuit at high frequencies.
Fortunately, the fix is easy: just add a small resistor in series with the circuit’s input capacitor as shown in Figure 2-23 on page 2-38. This extra resistor $R_d$ will have two important effects: first, because it is in series with capacitor $C$, it will ensure that the circuit’s input impedance will have a magnitude of at least $R_d$ even at high frequencies; second, at frequencies above $\omega_d = 1/\sqrt{R_d C}$ the circuit will transition from a differentiator with ideal gain $G_I$ proportional to $j\omega$ into a simple inverting amplifier with ideal gain $G_I$ limited to $R/R_d$.

This second impact of $R_d$ can be used to eliminate the differentiator’s gain peaking and ringing. To lowest order, its impact on the differentiator circuit’s frequency-domain transfer function is to add another term to the denominator:\(^5\)

$$\frac{V_{out}}{V_{in}} = \frac{1}{\frac{R_d}{R} + \frac{\omega_{RC}}{\omega_{BW}} + \frac{1}{g_{DC}} + j\left(\frac{\omega}{\omega_{BW}} - \frac{\omega_{RC}}{\omega}\right)}$$

Now at frequency $\omega_0$ where the imaginary part of the denominator vanishes, the extra term $R_d/R$ can be made large enough to eliminate the gain peaking there. A proper choice for $R_d/R$ would be in the range of about:

$$2.29 \quad \frac{\sqrt{\omega_{RC}}}{\omega_{BW}} < \frac{R_d}{R} \leq 2 \sqrt{\frac{\omega_{RC}}{\omega_{BW}}}$$

In the case of our example shown in Figure 2-22, this criterion would require that $R_d/R$ be between $1/140$ and $1/70$. The right-hand image of that figure shows the result of choosing $R_d/R = 1/100$. The justification for the criterion (2.29) will be explored in Experiment 5.

\(^5\) We’ve left out the derivation of this gain expression which includes $R_d$ because it is tedious and doesn’t add anything very interesting to the discussion.
PRELAB EXERCISES

1. Show that the total equivalent capacitance of two or more ideal capacitors connected in parallel is equal to the sum of their individual capacitance values.

2. Derive equations (2.17) for the $RC$ high-pass and low-pass filter frequency responses, $G(\omega)$, from the equations just above them on page 2-18.

3. Consider the AC coupled amplifier in the example shown in Figure 2-9 on page 2-20. What should be the value of $R$ if the amplifier circuit’s input impedance should be at least 100 kΩ within its passband? The audio frequency range is nominally taken to be 20 Hz–20 kHz. What should be the minimum value of $C$ if you want no more than 3 dB attenuation (reduction in gain) of a signal in this frequency range?

4. You cascade two noninverting op-amp amplifier circuits, each with a gain of 11 (cascade: connect the output of one circuit to the input of another, as in circuit (b) above). What is the resulting gain of the combined amplifiers? If both amplifiers use the TL082 op-amp ($f_{BW} = 3$ MHz), what would be the $-3$ dB corner frequency for each amplifier stage? What will then be the gain of the cascaded amplifier combination at this frequency? Sketch a schematic of this circuit: label feedback resistors with appropriate choices for their values; label the input and output terminals.

5. Sketch Bode plots of the gain for the following filters, both magnitude and phase vs. frequency (input at left, output at right for each circuit). Use appropriate log scales for the plots and sketch the asymptotes (which should be straight lines). Calculate the corner frequencies (there are two for each circuit). Label each asymptote with its $G(f)$ function, including its phase (e.g. $j$ for $+90^\circ$, $-j$ for $-90^\circ$, etc., as in Figure 2-8). Messy algebra shouldn’t be required to complete this exercise.

(a) ![Circuit diagram](image)

(b) ![Circuit diagram](image)
LAB PROCEDURE

During lab you will investigate the frequency responses (magnitude and phase) of various simple filters and op-amp circuits. You will add another tool to your bag of tricks, the lab’s Frequency Response program, which will take control of your lab signal generator and use the computer data acquisition system (DAQ) to generate Bode plots of the transfer functions of amplifiers and filters. In effect, this generator+DAQ system emulates the function of a Network Analyzer, a sophisticated laboratory instrument for measuring the transfer function and terminal impedances of a 2-port network as a function of frequency. The course instructor will give a quick demo of the Frequency Response program at the start of your lab session.

You can capture images of plots the Frequency Response program generates and print them directly from the program. You can also save transfer function data as a text file which can then be loaded back into the program or can be manipulated and plotted using other applications (including spreadsheet programs).

Gain-bandwidth product limitations of op-amp amplifiers

Assemble a ×11 noninverting amplifier (as in Experiment 1). Use a pair of BNC cables to connect the amplifier circuit’s input and output to the two computer DAQ analog inputs (AI0 and AI1). Use a third BNC cable to connect the signal generator’s SYNC OUTPUT to the DAQ PFI0 input (this is a digital signal from the generator that will be used to trigger DAQ data acquisition events).

The computer DAQ system requires a digital signal synchronized with the circuit analog signals to trigger its data acquisitions. Without this digital signal, the computer will never acquire data.

Make sure everything is powered up and working, and then start the Frequency Response application. The program will momentarily take control of the signal generator and set its frequency to 1 kHz and set its amplitude to 100 mVpp. Next use the program’s Manual Control mode (select the program’s tab) and find the amplifier’s −3 dB bandwidth (gain drops to only 0.71×11, or about 8), which should be at frequency $f_{BW}/11$. Do this task by manually adjusting the signal generator’s frequency controls as you watch the program’s gain and phase “thermometers.” Is the −3 dB frequency you find consistent with the TL082’s typical $f_{BW}$ of 3 MHz? What should be the phase shift of the amplifier’s transfer function at this frequency? Now use the program’s Sweep mode to measure and plot the amplifier’s frequency response from 1 kHz to 1 MHz (take about 80 data points and use log scales for the graph). Examine both the gain magnitude and the gain phase graphs.
Experiment 2: Lab procedure

Make sure to select the Save All radio button in the Frequency Response program’s data save dialog box. Otherwise, you won’t be able to reload the saved data set back into the program.

Save this response data so that you can reload it later.

Assemble another ×11 noninverting amplifier and cascade its input to the output of the first amplifier to give a 2-stage amplifier. Manually adjust the signal generator amplitude to limit the output of this second stage to no more than 5 or 6 volts. Again use the manual mode of the frequency response program and adjust the program’s ADC gains so that both input and response waveforms fit in their displays. Sweep the 2-stage amplifier’s frequency response and compare it to that for the single ×11 stage. Save this 2-stage amplifier frequency response data.

Now disconnect the second amplifier and modify the original amplifier circuit to construct a single-stage noninverting amplifier with a gain of about 121. Use a 1k resistor for $R_i$; what should be the value for $R_f$? Your lab instructor or TA will show you how to connect an odd resistor into the breadboard circuit. Sweep this amplifier’s frequency response from 1 kHz to 1 MHz and save the data.

How does its −3 dB bandwidth compare to what you would expect for a single-stage ×121 amplifier? How does it compare to your 2-stage amplifier’s bandwidth? Plot both frequency response curves on a single graph. Now compare the single-stage ×121 frequency response to that of the single-stage ×11 amplifier. Do the frequency responses align like those in Figure 2-12 on page 2-25?

Transient Response

Now change the signal generator output to a square wave and set its frequency to about 4 kHz. Use the oscilloscope to examine the rising and falling edges of the output from your single-stage ×121 amplifier. Is the output response to each input step an exponential relaxation similar to the right-hand image of Figure 2-19? Using the oscilloscope cursor function, estimate the time constant $\tau_0$ of one of these exponential relaxations. Does it agree with your amplifier’s −3 dB bandwidth ($2\pi f_0 = 1/\tau_0$)? Save a screen capture of your data.

Adding AC coupling to an amplifier input

Staying with the single-stage ×121 noninverting amplifier you’ve built, notice that the trainer board also has a selection of preinstalled resistors and capacitors attached to the op-amp’s +Input. You can use a couple of these components to incorporate a simple RC high-pass filter at the noninverting circuit’s input (Figure 2-9). Use the op-amp +Input’s 10kΩ resistor and select a capacitor which will give a corner frequency of about 160Hz. Return the signal generator’s output to a sine wave and select the Manual Tab of the frequency response
program. Adjust the generator frequency to find the AC coupling (high-pass) filter’s corner frequency. What should be the amplifier output’s phase shift at this frequency? Adjust the signal generator to add a DC offset voltage to the input signal. Does the offset affect the amplifier output? Remember to reset the signal generator offset voltage to 0 when you’ve finished. Sweep the AC-coupled amplifier’s frequency response from 50Hz to 100kHz and compare it to your saved single-stage ×121 frequency response data.

Does the ×121 amplifier exhibit a constant DC output of a few tenths of a volt, even with the AC coupled input filter? The TL082 op-amps typically have an input offset voltage error ($V_{IO}$) of around 3 mV. Could this explain the observed DC output voltage?

**Additional, self-directed investigations**

If you have time, build a circuit from the More Circuit Ideas section or from some other section of the text. Investigate its frequency response as well as its transient behavior (response to a square-wave input).

Particularly interesting might be the op-amp integrator circuit, Figure 2-21 on page 2-36. If you attempt this one, assemble the circuit with $RC = 0.1 \text{msec}$. At what frequency do you expect $|G| = 1$? Select a value for $R_{DC} \approx 100R$; your instructor or TA can show you how to wire it into the breadboard circuit. What should be the circuit’s DC gain? With the input grounded, do you see an output offset voltage error? Input a square wave at about 1kHz and about 0.5Vpp. Using the oscilloscope, compare the output and input waveforms. Is the relationship consistent with the integrator circuit’s differential equation in the second line of (2.27) on page 2-35? Watch the output on the oscilloscope as you disconnect one end of $R_{DC}$ from the circuit. About how long does it take for the output voltage to saturate?

In the unlikely event that you still have time remaining, look back at Experiment 1 to see if there are any other circuits from that chapter you would like to investigate.

**Lab results write-up**

Include a sketch of the schematic with component values for each circuit you investigate, along with appropriate oscilloscope screen shots and Bode plots. Make sure you’ve answered each of the questions posed.
MORE CIRCUIT IDEAS

Phase shifter (all-pass filter)

![Phase shifter circuit](image)

**Figure 2-24:** Unity-gain phase shifters (all-pass filters). Although $|V_{out}/V_{in}| = 1$ at all frequencies, the phase of the output decreases through 180° as frequency goes from low to high. In the circuit (a) the phase at low frequency is 0°, but lags through −90° at $f = 1/(2\pi RC)$ toward −180° as frequency increases. In circuit (b) low frequency phase is +180°, +90° at $f = 1/(2\pi RC)$, and 0° at high frequency.

These interesting little circuits show that our rule of thumb relating phase shift and gain slope on page 2-19 doesn’t necessarily apply when we include an op-amp! The heart of each circuit is the combination inverting-noninverting amplifier discussed in Experiment 1 (Figure 1-22 on page 1-24). Using the formula in that figure’s caption along with the low-pass or high-pass transfer functions in (2.17) you should be able to show that the transfer functions of the two circuits are:

$$
\frac{V_{out}}{V_{in}} = \frac{\pm(1 - j\omega RC)}{1 + j\omega RC} \quad +\text{for circuit (a)}; \quad -\text{for circuit (b)}
$$

The magnitudes of the numerator and denominator are equal, so $|G| = 1$ at all frequencies (assuming an ideal op-amp, of course). The phases of the numerator and denominator, however, each shift through 90° in opposite directions as frequency changes from low to high. In both circuits the resulting phase decreases (lags ever more) as frequency goes from low to high, changing by a total of 180°. This implies that, in effect, the circuits insert a time delay between input and output, $T = -d/d\omega$. At midrange frequencies (near 1/RC), this delay is equal to $RC$.

The circuits have interesting transient responses to a step input; input a low frequency square wave ($\omega \ll 1/RC$) and see if you can explain the shape of the output waveform.

**AC coupled inverting amplifier**

Adding a simple RC high-pass filter to the input of a noninverting amplifier, shown in Figure 2-9 on page 2-20, is a convenient way to avoid amplifying a large DC component of an input signal. What about an inverting amplifier with an AC coupled input? The obvious solution is
shown in Figure 2-25, and it will perform quite well for most applications. The series RC combination at the input provides the feedback network’s \( Z_i \), and its ratio with the feedback resistor \( R_f \) determines the circuit gain. At high frequencies, the capacitor’s impedance is small compared to that of its companion series resistor, so the gain of the inverting amplifier in this regime is unaffected by the capacitor. At DC, however, the capacitor blocks any voltage from entering the amplifier.

![Figure 2-25: An AC coupled inverting amplifier. The \( R_iC_i \) corner frequency determines the high-pass filter cutoff. An advantage of this circuit is that the op-amp’s input offset voltage \( V_{IO} \) is not amplified at the circuit’s output.](image)

Thus the input series \( R_i \) and \( C_i \) act as a high-pass filter with \(-3\) dB cutoff frequency given by, naturally, \((2\pi R_iC_i)^{-1}\). The same considerations apply when selecting values for \( R_i \) and \( C_i \) as was the case for the AC coupled noninverting amplifier. Note the similarity between this circuit and the “practical differentiator” circuit shown in Figure 2-23 on page 2-38: they are the same! The difference comes in how the circuit is used and how the component values are selected: for this AC coupled amplifier application, one would typically choose a much higher value for \( R_i \) and a much lower \( R_iC_i \) corner frequency than would be appropriate for the differentiator application.

**High input impedance, high gain, inverting amplifier**

Sometimes you need a high gain inverting amplifier stage, but you need an input impedance of, say, 100 k\( \Omega \). Thus you would need an unreasonably large value for the feedback resistor \( Z_f \). An interesting little circuit which may be useful to get around this problem is shown in Figure 2-26 on page 2-46.

To derive the ideal closed-loop gain, \( G(f) \), for this circuit is not too difficult if you consider the voltage at the node \( a \) in the figure. Since no current flows into the op-amp –Input, which is also a virtual ground, we know that the input current \( I_{in} = V_{in}/Z_i \) also flows through the left-hand feedback resistor into node \( a \). Thus \( V_a = -Z_f I_{in} = -(Z_f/Z_i)V_{in} \). But we can derive another expression for \( V_a \) from \( V_{out} \) using the generalized voltage divider expression for Experiment 1, equation (1.10) on page 1-23: \( V_a = (V_{out}/Z_{f1})/(2/Z_{f1} + 1/Z_f) \).
Equating these two expressions and solving for $G = \frac{V_{out}}{V_{in}}$:

$$G = -\frac{Z_{f1}}{Z_i} \left( 2 + \frac{Z_{f1}}{Z_{f2}} \right)$$

Notice that we’ve chosen to set the two horizontal feedback impedances equal, which considerably simplifies the gain expression (2.30). Now we can pick a relatively large value for $Z_i$, so that we can keep the input impedance (which is, of course, equal to $Z_i$) reasonable. The feedback resistors need not be very large, because a large gain may be realized by making $Z_{f2}$ small.

We can also include AC coupling by adding an input capacitor in series with $Z_i$ as described in the previous section. We can make the cutoff frequency of the AC coupling quite low without requiring a large-valued capacitor (because $Z_i$ would otherwise need to be a small resistor to achieve a high circuit gain).

Interestingly, combinations of “Tee” networks like the feedback circuit in Figure 2-26 are also very useful in the design of filters.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE TEXT IDEAS AND CIRCUITS

This section expands on some of the material presented earlier and is better skipped during a first reading. You may want to go over this section after you thoroughly understand the concepts discussed earlier in the text.

Quick review of complex numbers

Here is a terse review of the elementary mathematics of complex numbers which we will need to manipulate frequency-domain signals and impedances.

**Given:** \( Z, W \in \mathbb{C} ; \ x, y, \phi \in \mathbb{R} \)

The complex number \( Z \) may be represented as a vector in a plane as shown at right. We then have the following Cartesian (real and imaginary parts) and polar coordinate (exponential) representations of \( Z \):

\[
Z = x + jy = |Z| e^{j\phi}
\]

\[\text{Re}[Z] \equiv x; \quad \text{Im}[Z] \equiv y\]

\[|Z| = \sqrt{x^2 + y^2}; \quad e^{j\phi} = \cos \phi + j \sin \phi; \quad x = |Z| \cos \phi; \quad y = |Z| \sin \phi; \quad \phi = \arctan \left( \frac{y}{x} \right)\]

\[j = e^{j\pi/2}; \ -1 = e^{j\pi}; \ -Z = -x - jy = |Z| e^{j(\phi \pm \pi)}\]

**Terminology:**

\( x \): real part of \( Z \); \( y \): imaginary part of \( Z \); \( |Z| \): magnitude of \( Z \); \( \phi \): phase of \( Z \)

**Conjugates, magnitudes, reciprocals:**

\[Z^* = \text{conj}[Z] \equiv x - jy = |Z| e^{-j\phi}; \quad |Z|^2 = ZZ^* = Z^*Z; \quad |1/Z| = 1/|Z|\]

\[\text{Re}[Z] = \frac{1}{2}(Z + Z^*); \quad \text{Im}[Z] = \frac{1}{2j}(Z - Z^*); \quad \text{Re}[Z^*] = \text{Re}[Z]; \quad \text{Im}[Z^*] = -\text{Im}[Z]\]

\[
\frac{1}{Z} = \frac{1}{x + jy} = \frac{x - jy}{x^2 + y^2} = \frac{1}{|Z|} e^{-j\phi}; \quad \left( \frac{1}{Z} \right)^* = \frac{1}{Z^*}; \quad \frac{1}{j} = -j\]

**Products of two complex numbers:**

Let: \( Z = x_Z + jy_Z = |Z| e^{j\phi_Z}; \quad W = x_W + jy_W = |W| e^{j\phi_W}\)

\[ZW = |Z||W| e^{j(\phi_Z + \phi_W)} = x_Zx_W - y_Zy_W + j(x_Zy_W + x_Wy_Z); \quad (ZW)^* = Z^*W^*\]

\[|ZW| = |Z||W|; \quad |Z/W| = |Z|/|W|\]
If we consider $Z$ and $W$ to be two vectors, then their *scalar* and *vector products* are:

\[
\overrightarrow{Z} \cdot \overrightarrow{W} = |Z||W| \cos(\phi_w - \phi_z) = \text{Re}[Z*W] = \text{Re}[ZW^*] = x_zx_w + y_zy_w \\
(\overrightarrow{Z} \times \overrightarrow{W}) \cdot (\hat{x} \times \hat{y}) = |Z||W| \sin(\phi_w - \phi_z) = \text{Im}[Z^*W] = x_zy_w - x_wy_z
\]

**Linear functions and time derivatives:**

If $F(Z)$ is a *complex-valued* function of its complex argument $Z$, then we can write:

\[F(Z) = u(Z) + jv(Z),\] where $u$ and $v$ return real values for every $Z$

If $F(Z)$ is also *linear*, then:

\[F(Z) = F(x + jy) = F(x) + jF(y)\] [Note: $F(\text{real } x)$ may be complex-valued]

Let time $t \in \mathbb{R}$, and let $Z(t) = x(t) + jy(t)$, where $x(t) \in \mathbb{R}$ and $y(t) \in \mathbb{R}$. Then:

\[
\frac{d}{dt} x(t) + j \frac{d}{dt} y(t) = \frac{d}{dt} [x(t) + jy(t)] = \frac{d}{dt} Z(t); \quad \therefore \frac{d}{dt} \text{Re}[Z(t)] = \text{Re} \left[ \frac{d}{dt} Z(t) \right]
\]

so we may exchange the order of time differentiation and taking the real part. This is a most important result.
Fourier and Laplace transforms

In this section we continue the discussion started early in this text relating time-domain and frequency-domain representations of time-varying functions. This section will be more abstract and mathematically-oriented, but will also describe more general and powerful techniques. Real-valued functions of time (not necessarily periodic) may be represented as complex-valued functions of frequency by using a Fourier transform and its inverse (the pair given here is consistent with our sinusoid representation, equations (2.5) on page 2-10, although more symmetric forms of the transform and its inverse are more common):

\[ y(t) = \text{Re} \left[ \int_{0^+}^{\infty} Y(\omega) e^{j\omega t} d\omega \right] + Y(0) \]

\[ Y(\omega \neq 0) = \frac{1}{\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} y(t) e^{-j\omega t} dt; \quad Y(0) \equiv \lim_{T \to \infty} \frac{1}{T} \int_{-T/2}^{T/2} y(t) dt \]

The \( y(t) \) and \( Y(\omega) \) in equations (2.31) are called a Fourier transform pair. The first equation converts a phasor function \( Y(\omega) \) to the actual, time-varying voltage or current \( y(t) \) it represents. The second equation tells how to construct \( Y(\omega) \) from a given \( y(t) \) (note that \( Y(0) \) is the mean value of \( y(t) \), a real number, also called its DC component). Mathematicians have extensively studied just what sorts of functions can be represented this way and what exactly is meant by the “=” in (2.31); we won’t worry about such issues here.

Note that the second equation in (2.31) will give a valid result for \( Y(\omega) \) even if \( \omega < 0 \) (negative frequencies) as well as for “normal” positive frequencies. What does it mean if \( \omega < 0 \), you may ask. There is nothing mysterious here: \( \omega < 0 \) just means that the phase of the complex integrand \( Y(\omega) e^{j\omega t} \) will decrease with increasing time: the 2-D vector \( Y(t) \) corresponding to this complex function of time will rotate clockwise as \( t \) increases, rather than counterclockwise. Since our functions \( y(t) \) are real-valued, it is easy to show that by using the second of equations (2.31) to transform \( y(t) \), we must have \( Y(-\omega) \equiv Y^*(\omega) \), so we don’t get any additional information about \( y(t) \) from \( Y(\omega) \) by including \( \omega < 0 \) in \( Y \)’s domain of definition. We can just integrate \( Y \) over positive \( \omega \) to get \( y(t) \) as in the first expression in (2.31) (note further that the \( 0^+ \) lower limit of the integral just means that \( \omega = 0 \) is not included in its domain).

The transformations (2.31) are linear in \( y(t) \) and \( Y(\omega) \), so a linear function applied to \( y(t) \) or \( Y(\omega) \) will transform to some corresponding linear expression for \( Y(\omega) \) or \( y(t) \), respectively (with the caveat that multiplying \( Y(\omega) \) by a complex scale factor introduces a phase shift in that frequency component of \( y(t) \)). In particular, our very important result (2.8) that \( dy(t)/dt \Leftrightarrow j\omega Y(\omega) \) remains valid. As you have already seen from the examples presented earlier in this text, this concept is very useful when you analyze circuits (i.e., networks) with the tools we’ve developed: series and parallel impedances, the voltage divider, loop and node
equations, the concepts of input and output impedance, transfer functions, etc. In particular, we have used the complex impedances and frequency responses of a circuit’s various components to calculate a frequency-domain expression for its transfer function, as in equation (2.17) or (2.19). In each case, the algebraic expression for the frequency-domain transfer function can be put into the following form:

\[ Y_{out}(\omega) = G(j\omega) \times Y_{in}(\omega) ; \quad G(j\omega) = \frac{P(j\omega)}{Q(j\omega)} \]

where \( P \) and \( Q \) are polynomial functions of their arguments. Note that this relationship implies that \( Y_{out}(\omega) \) is just proportional to \( Y_{in}(\omega) \) with (generally) complex proportionality factor \( G(j\omega) \); this result is a direct consequence of considering only linear circuits.

Note that we’ve written the transfer (gain) function \( G \) as a function of \( j\omega \) rather than just \( \omega \) in (2.32), which is suggestive of what we are going to do next: define the new variable \( s = j\omega \), so that the transfer function becomes \( G(s) = P(s)/Q(s) \). Using \( s \) as the independent variable, it must be the case that the polynomials \( P(s) \) and \( Q(s) \) each have only real coefficients (if any common factor of \( j \) is divided out of both), because our time-domain input and response functions \( y_{in}(t) \) and \( y_{out}(t) \) must both be real-valued functions of time (you may check that this is indeed the case for the transfer functions derived text).

The zeroes of the two polynomials \( P \) and \( Q \) (i.e. the solutions \( s_k \) and \( s_m \) of \( P(s_k) = 0 \) and \( Q(s_m) = 0 \), respectively) are called the zeroes and poles of the transfer function \( G \). These values provide important information about the resonant frequencies, transient behavior, and stability of the dynamical (time-varying) system being modeled. This sort of pole-zero analysis plays a prominent role in analog electrical and control system engineering, and naturally leads to the intense mathematical study of linear dynamical systems using an alternative to our Fourier analysis of equations (2.31): the Laplace transform,

\[ Y(s) = \mathcal{L}\{y(t)\} = \int_{0}^{\infty} y(t) e^{-st} \, dt \]

where now \( s \) may take on any complex value (usually expressed as \( s = \sigma + j\omega \)), and it is assumed that \( y(t < 0) \equiv 0 \) (so the input signal to the system is “turned on” at time \( t = 0 \)).
Power dissipation calculations using phasors

The substitutions in (2.15) on page 2-16 to convert between time- and frequency-domain expressions are generally not valid for nonlinear functions of time such as the power dissipated by a two-terminal element: \( P(t) = v(t)i(t) \). DC power dissipation in such an element is, of course, \( P_{DC} = v_{DC}i_{DC} \), but the correct phasor expression for the element’s average AC power dissipation at a particular nonzero angular frequency \( \omega \) is given by

\[
2.33 \quad P(\omega) = \frac{1}{2} \text{Re}[V(\omega)^* I(\omega)] = \frac{1}{2} |I(\omega)|^2 \text{Re}[Z(\omega)] = \frac{1}{2} |V(\omega)|^2 \text{Re}[Y(\omega)]
\]

The mean squared voltage and current of a sinusoid with angular frequency \( \omega \) is given by \( \frac{1}{2} |V(\omega)|^2 \) and \( \frac{1}{2} |I(\omega)|^2 \), respectively. The signal’s root-mean-square (RMS) voltage and current phasors are thus \( V(\omega)/\sqrt{2} \) and \( I(\omega)/\sqrt{2} \). If several sinusoidal signals with different frequencies are present, then the total average power dissipation in the element is just equal to the sum of the powers generated at the various frequencies:

\[
2.34 \quad P_{total} = P_{DC} + \sum_k P(\omega_k)
\]

Transformers

A transformer is a structure composed of two or more inductors whose coils of wire are wound in very close physical proximity. As a result, the changing magnetic field induced by an oscillating current flowing through one coil is strongly coupled to the other coils. Consequently, a corresponding induced voltage is generated not just in the coil carrying the current but also in each of the other coils, transferring power into circuits attached to the other coils. For example, a transformer is pictured in the upper right corner of Figure 2-4 on page 2-5.

Let’s work out how a transformer does what it does. First consider a single coil of wire forming an inductor. The physics of the electromagnetic field associated with the coil has a simple consequence: everything else being equal, its inductance is proportional to the square of the number of turns of wire \( n \) in its coil. This is because the magnetic field generated by the coil has an intensity which is proportional to \( n \), and the resulting voltage across the coil induced by changes in the field is also proportional to \( n \). Thus a coil’s inductance goes as \( n \times n \).

Now consider the simple case of two closely-coupled coils with individual inductances \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \) with turn counts \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \). If a current in coil 1 generates a magnetic field which couples into coil 2, then we can define the two coils’ mutual inductance \( L_M \) as the ratio of the induced voltage in coil 2 caused by changes in the current through coil 1, analogous to our definition of inductance, equation (2.35).
2.35 Mutual inductance: \( v_2(t) = L_M \frac{d}{dt} i_1(t) \)

In the frequency domain, we can similarly define the coils’ \textit{mutual impedance} \( Z_M = j \omega L_M \).
From the above description of the physics, we expect that \( L_M \propto n_1 n_2 \). Consequently,
\[
L_M \propto \sqrt{L_1 L_2}
\]

In the ideal case of complete coupling of the magnetic field between the two coils the above proportionality will become equivalence. Actually, however, the mutual inductance will always be somewhat less. Nevertheless, we’ll assume the ideal case for this discussion and leave it to the reader to modify the results for the more realistic case with a mutual inductance coupling efficiency of \( \eta_M < 1 \). Interestingly, the mathematics of the arrangement requires that the mutual inductance between coils 1 and 2 is the same in both directions: \( L_M \) has the same value for a changing current in coil 1 inducing a voltage in coil 2 and vice versa, even for the more realistic case of imperfect coupling efficiency.

Now consider what happens when we connect our simple transformer into a circuit as shown in Figure 2-27. An oscillating voltage source with angular frequency \( \omega \) and amplitude \( V_1 \) drives coil 1 of the transformer. Coil 2 is connected to a resistor \( R \). Given the individual and mutual inductances of the transformer as shown in the figure, we ask what the various currents and voltages must be. We’ll work in the frequency domain and use the transformer’s impedances \( Z_1, Z_2, \) and \( Z_M \), assuming that \( Z_M = (Z_1 Z_2)^{1/2} \).

The total induced voltage in either of the transformer’s coils is the sum of the voltages induced in that coil by both that coil’s and the other coil’s currents. Defining the ratio \( \rho^2 = Z_2/Z_1 \), we then have:
\[
V_1 = Z_1 I_1 - Z_M I_2 = Z_1 (I_1 - \rho I_2)
\]
\[
V_2 = Z_M I_1 - Z_2 I_2 = \rho Z_1 (I_1 - \rho I_2)
\]
along with \( V_2 = RI_2 \).

Of course, \( V_1 \) is the voltage generated by the source. The minus signs arise because the directions of currents \( I_1 \) and \( I_2 \) through their respective coils are opposite to each other (refer

![Figure 2-27: A simple transformer circuit. An oscillating voltage source drives a load resistance via the transformer.](image)
again to Figure 2-27), and there for the magnetic fields they generate are also oppositely directed.

So we have three equations for the two unknown currents and for the resistor voltage $V_2$. Assuming that $I_1 \neq \rho I_2$, the ratio of the first two equations above requires that $V_2 / V_1 = \rho$. In terms of the number of turns in each coil, since $Z \propto n^2$, $\rho$ is conventionally called the transformer’s turns ratio. The “turns ratio” is then the ratio of the voltages across the transformer’s two coils. Ohm’s law for the load resistor $R$ then immediately gives $I_2$:

$$I_2 = \frac{V_2}{R} = \rho \frac{V_1}{R}$$

Substituting back into the equation for $V_1$ gives $I_1$:

$$I_1 = V_1 \left( \frac{1}{Z_1} + \frac{\rho^2}{R} \right)$$

So the load impedance seen by the source supplying $V_1$ turns out to be the parallel combination of the coil’s impedance, $Z_1 = j \omega L_1$, and the load resistance divided by the square of the turns ratio, $R / \rho^2$. Because $Z_1$ has some finite value, we see that our assumption that $I_1 \neq \rho I_2$ is justified. On the other hand, to transfer power to the load resistor $R$ most efficiently one would not want an imaginary part to the impedance that is presented to the source. This means that an efficient transformer should have $|Z_1| = \omega L_1 \gg R / \rho^2$, or, equivalently, $\omega L_2 \gg R$. In the limit that $|Z_1| \to \infty$, then $I_1 \to \rho I_2$, but their product remains constant so that $V_2 / V_1 = \rho$ is maintained. In this case we also see that the load resistance $R$ is transformed by the square of an ideal transformer’s turns ratio to determine the load presented to the source:

$$\frac{V_2}{I_2} = \rho \frac{V_1}{I_1}$$
Mitigating DC offset errors in high-gain circuits

The introduction to op-amp integrators presented earlier in the text discussed the pesky problem caused by a real op-amp’s input offset voltage ($V_{IO}$) error, an error caused by the unavoidable, slight mismatch between the two op-amp inputs. An op-amp’s input offset voltage specification is listed in the manufacturer’s data sheet; in the case of the inexpensive, general-purpose TL082 op-amp this error is typically 3 mV but in some cases could be an order of magnitude higher. Amplifier systems with a gain of $10^3$ or higher are not uncommon in scientific applications as well as, for example, in phonograph (vinyl record) pickup amplifiers. Such a circuit could amplify this small offset to an output of several volts or more, severely restricting the dynamic range of the amplifier or even saturating its output at one of its voltage limits.

Conceptually, the input offset voltage $V_{IO}$ can be modeled as a constant (DC) voltage source in series with the +Input of an otherwise ideal op-amp as shown at right (the exact amplitude and polarity of this error source is, of course, unknown and will vary randomly from device to device). If we are confident that the circuit will behave more or less linearly we may analyze the effect of $V_{IO}$ on it by supposing that the external sources to the circuit are all zeroed and then calculate its output voltage in response to $V_{IO}$ alone. With $V_{IO}$ modeled as a voltage at the op-amp’s +Input, this means that the op-amp circuit will present a noninverting amplifier configuration to this error source. Consequently we can use the noninverting gain expression evaluated at DC (0 frequency) to determine its impact on the circuit output:

\[
V_{out}(V_{IO}) = \left( 1 + \frac{|Z_f(\omega \to 0)|}{|Z_i(\omega \to 0)|} \right) V_{IO}
\]

Thus the circuit output error voltage will be at least as large as $V_{IO}$ but could be much worse. For example, a straightforward ×1000 amplifier using a feedback resistor pair $R_f$ and $R_i$ would amplify $V_{IO}$ by the same factor, producing a constant output offset of several volts in the case of the TL082. In addition, subsequent circuit stages can amplify the error voltage even more.

---

6. This evaluation assumes that the op-amp’s only source of negative feedback in the circuit can be represented as a simple configuration represented by $Z_f$ and $Z_i$. Other circuit configurations which can control offset errors are available but are beyond the scope of this introductory discussion.

7. Note that when evaluating (2.35) one should separately calculate the limits for $Z_f$ and $Z_i$. If this then leads to an infinite numerator or zero denominator, regardless of the value of the other impedance’s limit, then the actual circuit’s output will surely saturate or produce some other equally unacceptable result. Otherwise, a zero numerator or an infinite denominator will indicate that the impedance ratio is 0, and $V_{out}(V_{IO}) = V_{IO}$.
One can mitigate the effect of $V_{IO}$ on the circuit’s output by ensuring that (2.36) gives a tolerable result for its output offset error. If the amplifier does not need to respond all the way down to constant (DC) signals, but has some minimum signal frequency of interest $f_{\text{min}}$, then the solution is simple: make sure that $Z_i(\omega \to 0) = \infty$ by adding a capacitor in series with the other elements making up $Z_i$: Figure 2-28 shows an example. This circuit behaves somewhat like an amplifier with an added AC coupling, high-pass filter on its input. In this case, however, the filter is incorporated into the feedback network so that it also affects the amplification of $V_{IO}$. This is actually the same circuit as the AC coupled inverting amplifier shown in Figure 2-25, except that it is used in its noninverting configuration. We now see how the inverting amplifier configuration can also greatly reduce the effect of $V_{IO}$ but not eliminate it: $V_{IO}$ will still show up as a small output offset.

One final note: the circuit of Figure 2-28 does not necessarily replace the need for an AC coupling high-pass filter (Figure 2-9 on page 2-20). At DC the circuit of Figure 2-28 has a gain of 1, so a large DC component in the input signal will not be eliminated from its output.
Instrument input impedance and cable capacitance issues

You want the instrumentation connected to your circuits to have negligible impact on the circuits’ performance while still providing accurate information about them. Naturally, the impedance an instrument and its cabling present to your circuit is the major determiner of how it will affect the circuit’s behavior, so we will devote some time to this important topic.

**Input impedances of the oscilloscope and DAQ**

The two input channels of a lab Tektronix oscilloscope may be modeled as shown in the left-hand schematic in Figure 2-29. As shown, each input BNC shell is connected directly to earth ground; each input signal conductor is connected to ground via a parallel combination of a $1\text{M}\Omega$ resistor and a $20\text{pF}$ capacitor. Changing the channel coupling to AC inserts an additional capacitor in series with the input signal to create an $RC$ high-pass filter and block the DC component of the input signal; the $RC$ corner frequency is a little less than $10\text{Hz}$, and thus $\tau_{RC} \approx 20\text{ms}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tektronix Oscilloscope</th>
<th>Computer DAQ Analog Input</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Schematic" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Schematic" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The oscilloscope forces a connection made to any of its BNC shells to *Earth Ground* potential, so you must always keep this in mind when making connections to your circuit. All of its BNC connector shells are internally connected together.

The two main Computer Data Acquisition (DAQ) analog channels, A10 and A11, on the other hand, are *fully differential* and have a relatively high input impedance. As shown in the right-hand schematic of Figure 2-29, each conductor of the BNC connector has an input impedance of $10\text{M}\Omega$ in parallel with a $20\text{pF}$ capacitor to Earth Ground.
 impedance of 10MΩ in parallel with 20pF to earth ground, and none of them are directly connected together. What this means is that you may connect one of these DAQ channels across any component in your circuit with minimal effect (at least at low frequencies).

**BNC coaxial cable capacitance**

Connecting the oscilloscope or DAQ inputs to the circuit requires the use of some sort of cabling, and a lab coaxial cable used to make a connection can have a significant effect on the behavior of your circuit. A coaxial cable is a transmission line, which, in general, may not be treated as a simple, lumped circuit element. Assume a single sinusoidal electromagnetic wave propagates along the cable. At any point in the cable, the ratio of the voltage phasor (between its center conductor and shield) and the current phasor (for current flowing in the center conductor) has a fixed value defined by the cable’s characteristic impedance. For an ideal, lossless cable this impedance is real (i.e. a pure resistance). The characteristic impedance of nearly all standard laboratory coaxial cables is 50Ω (home analog video cables, on the other hand, are 75Ω); this impedance is determined by the ratio of the shield and center conductor radii along with the dielectric constant of the insulator separating them.

If a 50Ω BNC cable is attached to a device with a 50Ω terminal impedance, then the other end of the cable will behave as a perfect, lumped element with an impedance of 50Ω (i.e. a resistor) when connected to your circuit. Thus, since a lab signal generator has an output impedance of 50Ω, the end of the BNC cable used to connect it to your circuit will behave as a perfect, lumped voltage source with a 50Ω impedance, no matter how long the BNC cable is between the generator and your circuit. This only works if the terminating device’s impedance matches the cable, as in the case of the signal generator.

If the impedance of the terminating device is much larger than the cable’s characteristic impedance, however, things aren’t so simple (the input impedances of the oscilloscope and DAQ are good examples). In this case, if the length of the cable is very short compared to the wavelengths of the signals propagating along it (much shorter than ¼ wavelength), then the cable acts as an additional capacitance in parallel with the impedance of the terminating device when you connect it to your circuit. It should be easy to see how this comes about, since the cable consists of two closely-spaced conductors separated by a dielectric. The effective capacitance is proportional to the cable length; for the lab cables it is about 100pF/meter. An added 100pF can have a significant impact on your circuit’s performance; at 100kHz the magnitude of its impedance is only about 16kΩ, and its presence can cause a noticeable shift in the phase of a measured voltage or the corner frequency of a filter.
Experiment 2: Additional information about the text ideas and circuits

Connecting a BNC coaxial cable between a circuit and a device with a 50Ω impedance acts as if the 50Ω is connected directly into the circuit (by design!). Connecting a BNC cable between a circuit and a high impedance instrument adds a capacitance of 100pF/meter to the circuit in parallel with the device's input impedance.

So how can you mitigate the effect of this additional capacitance caused by adding a coaxial cable? One simple way is to buffer the cable connection using a voltage follower, as shown in Figure 2-30. The high input impedance of the voltage follower isolates the connection from your circuit, and a TL082 op-amp can successfully drive the capacitance of coaxial cables with lengths of several meters, especially if you add an output load resistor to the follower circuit as shown.

Figure 2-30: Using a voltage follower to buffer a coaxial cable connection. The high impedance of the follower's input has minimal effect on the circuit being monitored (the “test point”), and its low output impedance can drive the capacitance of a fairly long 50Ω coax connected to a high impedance instrument. The 560Ω load resistor on the follower reduces overshoot and ringing in its output when driving a long cable's capacitive load.
The 10x Oscilloscope probe

A straightforward, passive technique is usually employed to mitigate the effects of cable capacitance on a connection to an oscilloscope input: use of the so-called 10x probe, Figure 2-31. To compensate for the coaxial cable capacitance between the probe tip and the oscilloscope input, the probe tip contains a 9MΩ resistor in parallel with a small, slightly adjustable capacitor of approximately 15pF. These components form a voltage divider with the oscilloscope’s 1MΩ input resistance and the cable’s capacitance, giving a 10:1 signal reduction to the oscilloscope at DC while increasing the input resistance at the probe tip to 10MΩ. By setting the value of the probe’s compensation capacitor to exactly 1/9 of the cable + oscilloscope capacitance, this 10:1 voltage division will be maintained at all input frequencies, and the equivalent parallel input capacitance at the probe tip is reduced by a factor of 10 to about 13pF (since the small capacitor and the cable capacitance are effectively in series). The next section shows how to properly adjust the probe compensation capacitor so that it doesn’t distort the input signal presented to the oscilloscope.

Figure 2-31: Schematic of a 10x oscilloscope probe connected to an oscilloscope input channel. The adjustable probe compensation capacitor keeps the voltage divider ratio at 10:1 at all frequencies, even in the presence of the large input + coaxial cable capacitance (130 pF). The equivalent input impedance at the probe tip is 10 MΩ in parallel with about 13 pF.

Oscilloscope 10x probe compensation adjustment

Caution
The compensation adjustment on the probe is easily damaged, so be careful with it! Do not use the adjustment tool for any other purpose except probe compensation adjustments.

The oscilloscope provides a 1kHz square-wave output so that the 10x probe’s compensation capacitor may be properly adjusted using a special tool, as shown in Figure 2-32 on page 2-60.
Figure 2-32: Properly adjusting the 10x probe compensation. The probe and its ground are clipped to the 1kHz signal output provided on the oscilloscope front panel. Using the special tool provided specifically for this purpose, the user carefully adjusts the probe’s internal capacitor until the displayed waveform is as flat as possible, as shown in the lower left image. The upper images show outputs when the probe is not properly compensated.